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During the election season,
The Pioneer spoke with

youngsters from various parts
of the country, who flock to the
national Capital, to study at the
prestigious Delhi University.
Filled with hopes and aspira-
tions, these students express
concerns that surprisingly dif-
fer from those of their elders.
Education, sports facilities, and
rising communal tensions were
the primary issues they want
their Government to address.
Moreover, unlike traditional
responses, when asked about
their favourite leaders,
youngsters mentioned
Minister of External Affairs S
Jaishankar, Minister of Road,
Transport, and Highways

Nitin Gadkari, and Railway
Minister Ashwini Vaishnaw.
Ankit, a 20-year-old boy from
Ramjas College, said he likes
Jaishankar’s personality and
fearless attitude
Puja, a specially-abled 23-
year-old girl from Prime
Minister Narendra
Modi’s Varanasi
constituency said
while developmental
projects have taken
place under the BJP’s
rule in her hometown, she
would want places to be
accessible for people like her.
Elaborating on the
development projects, she
said, “Roads have been a lot
better. Kashi corridor was a
really great project undertaken
by Modi. The infrastructure of
our primary level schools has

become better and education
of girls is being promoted by
decreasing their fees.”
She also talked about steps she
wants the Government, which
coined the term divyang for
people like her, to take and

said, “I would like if our
infrastructure is more
accessible for people
like me. We don’t get
good facilities in
e d u c a t i o n a l

institutions or even
roads for that matter.”

Two 20-year-old boys from
Rajasthan’s Bharatpur said
they will vote for NOTA since
they don’t like any candidate.
“I will vote for the betterment
of my constituency. There is
crime in my place. There are
governance issues. There are
no facilities for sports. In fact

in a few years there will be a
water crisis too,” they said,
adding that since they find no
one working for them they
will vote for NOTA.
A 21-year-old Kirti, who hails
from Mathura, said she has
witnessed development in the
constituency of actress turned
politician Hema Malini. 
“It is likely she will be re-
elected again in my
hometown. However I would
want more focus on opening
new educational institutions
in my area,” she said.
A Delhi voter and a law
student, Arzu, 22, said she
feels that when it comes to
women empowerment not
just the Government but
society needs to work in
tandem with their aspirations. 

Continued on Page 2
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With urban apathy continuing through the first
five rounds of polling, the Election

Commission (EC) on Friday reminded urban vot-
ers of their right and duty to vote, urging them to
break this trend despite the extreme heatwave and
high humidity.
Over 11.13 crore voters, including 5.29 crore
women, will cast their votes for the 58
Parliamentary constituency seats in six States and

Union Territories on Saturday. 
The commission has called upon voters to
turn out in large numbers at polling
stations and to vote with responsibility
and pride.
Voters of Parliamentary constituencies in
urban centres like Delhi, Gurugram and
Faridabad are specially reminded about
their right and duty to vote and break the
trend of urban apathy.
After the five rounds of voting on May 20,
the EC lamented the lower voter turnout
in urban cities such as Mumbai, Thane,
Jaipur, Lucknow, Chennai, Jhansi,
Thiruvananthapuram, Howrah, and
Madurai compared to the 2019 Lok Sabha
elections, calling it urban apathy.
An analysis of turnout shows that of the

409 seats where data can be
compared with 2019, nearly

two-thirds, or 258, have
witnessed a lower percentage
turnout this year and 88
(more than one in five) have

seen even the absolute number
of votes drop from five years

ago.
The EC had noted that in the past, these
cities have “suffered” from urban apathy
as far as voting is concerned. On May 3
too, while referring to voter turnout in
phase two, the commission had said it was

“disappointed” with the turnout level
in some metropolitan cities.
Last month, the EC assembled many
metro commissioners here to devise a
strategy to combat voter apathy. Urban

and youth apathy is described as a
phenomenon when young
voters and those living in

metros fail to turn up at
polling stations on the
election day.

Continued on Page 2
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Asort of history will
be created when
the national
Capital votes in the

Lok Sabha elections on
Friday. Firstly, the voting will
occur while the Delhi Chief
Minister is out on interim bail after
serving 50 days in judicial custody and
is set to return to Tihar Jail on June 2.
Secondly, it will be for the first time that
Congress and AAP have united to
challenge BJP’s dominance in Delhi. In
the last two Lok Sabha elections — 2014
and 2019 — the BJP retained all seven
seats in Delhi. 
So far there used to be a direct fight
between the Congress and BJP with
Aam Admi Party (AAP) being the third
entrant but the 2024 general elections
will give chance to the electorates to
vote for BJP candidates or combined
candidates of Congress and AAP. 
Interestingly AAP had
dislodged the 15 years of
Congress Government-led by
late Sheila Dikshit on charges
of corruption and the
incumbent Kejriwal-led AAP
Government is facing charges
in multi-crore liquor scam. Since
2013, AAP has replaced Congress as
a major political force in Delhi.
A total of 1.52 crore voters, including 82

lakh male and 69
lakh female

voters as well
as 1,228

third gender, are eligible to cast their
votes at more than 13,000 polling
booths in 2,627 places across the seven
seats. 
The weather department has sounded a
yellow alert on the polling day with
maximum temperature expected
around 44 degrees Celsius.
The national Capital is always a battle
of prestige and not numbers. Delhi has

only seven parliamentary
constituencies but it has high

stakes. Interestingly, despite
winning all seats in two
consecutive parliamentary
elections in 2014 and 2019, the
BJP has not been able to snatch

Delhi from AAP in the Assembly
polls. 

In late February, Congress and AAP
reached a seat-sharing agreement after
weeks of negotiations. Under this
agreement, AAP will contest in four
constituencies: East Delhi, West Delhi,

South Delhi, and
New Delhi.

Congress will field candidates in the
remaining three constituencies:

Chandni Chowk, North East
Delhi, and North West Delhi.
The electoral battle in Delhi
had its fair share of twists and
turns with the BJP dropping

its six out of seven sitting MPs
replacing them with freshers and

the INDIA constituents entering into
a seat-sharing agreement.
The AAP faced a major jolt with its
national convener and Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal being
arrested by the Enforcement
Directorate (ED) in a money
laundering case, hardly a week after
announcement of the polls, on March
21.
After 50 days, Kejriwal was granted an
interim bail by the Supreme Court to
campaign. He came out of Tihar on
May 10 energising his party cadre and
supporters with a whirlwind tour of the
city in the road shows and public
meetings in favour of not only the AAP
candidates but also its ally, the
Congress.
The Congress also faced a revolt.
Arvinder Singh Lovely resigned as
Congress chief protesting the party’s
move to name former JNU Students’
Union president Kanhaiya Kumar from
North East Delhi and ‘outsider’ Udit Raj
from North West Delhi. 

Continued on Page 2
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More than 50 pilgrims
have died so far since the

start of the Chardham Yatra
in Uttarakhand nearly a
fortnight ago on May 10.
Garhwal Commissioner
Vinay Shankar Pandey said,
“Fifty two Chardham pilgrims
have died so far, mostly due to
heart attacks. Most of them
were above 60 years.”
Three devotees died in
Gangotri, 12 in Yamunotri,
14 in Badrinath and 23 in
Kedarnath, he said. Medical
screening for devotees above
50 years of age has been
made mandatory. The
screening is being done en
route to the Himalayan
temples, and pilgrims are
being advised not to travel if
they are not found medically
fit enough, he said.
However, if they still insist on
continuing the yatra, they are
allowed to go further after
filling up a form. Continuous
efforts are being made to
further improve the
Chardham Yatra
arrangements, he said, adding
that so far nine lakh 67
thousand 302 devotees have
visited the Chardham. 
The yatra is going on
smoothly at all the four
pilgrimage sites, Pandey said.
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Ahigh-stakes battle is on
the cards in the Anantnag-

Rajouri Lok Sabha constituen-
cy as Peoples Democratic Party
(PDP) Chief and former Chief
Minister Mehbooba Mufti is
aiming for a hat-trick amid
several roadblocks.
She first won the seat in 2004,
then for the second time in
2014, and now a decade later
in 2024, she is again giving a
tough fight to her rival candi-
dates in the fray.
The Jammu and Kashmir
National Conference has field-
ed Mian Altaf Ahmad, one of
the tallest Gujjar leaders, to
prevent her from reaching the
milestone. In a multi-corner
contest on the high-profile
seat, the Bharatiya Janta Party
is not staying away due to the
absence of their party candi-
date in the fray, The party is
lending its support to Zaffar
Iqbal Mangas (a member of the
Pahari community) of Jammu
and Kashmir APNI party.

In a video message posted on
X (earlier Twitter), Mehbooba
Mufti made a passionate appeal
to the voters, “Tomorrow you
all will go to vote. I request you
to think before casting your
vote about who has supported
you in difficult times,” the for-
mer  Jammu and Kashmir
chief minister said in a video
message on X.
Mehbooba Mufti said her fam-
ily, her party, and she had paid
a huge price for advocating the
cause of the people.
“Despite that, I rose above
caste and religion, and raised
my voice for justice and will
continue to do so,” she added.
“By supporting me and voting
for me, you will allow me to be
your advocate in the
Parliament and portray the
issues we are facing,” she
added.
Ahead of the polling day, the

two rival parties traded barbs.
Hitting out at Mehbooba
Mufti, Omar also reminded her
“Mehbooba Ji is from
Bijbehara, Anantnag. Doesn’t

Mian Sahab have relatives in
Rajouri or Kokernag? If Mian
Sahab isn’t from here, then
please explain to me,
Mehbooba Ji, when I was con-
testing my second parliament

election from Srinagar, and you
were my rival candidate, how
were you considered local then
and Mian Sahab is not now?
"Can you accuse him of taking
a single penny as a bribe, abus-

ing anyone, or taking anyone’s
land or job? Wherever Mian
Sahab has served, he has done
so with dedication to the peo-
ple ” JKNC Vice President
OmarAbdullah

said at Noorabad on Thursday.
Over 18.36 lakh voters will
decide the fate of 20 candidates
on May 25,
The constituency was origi-
nally going to polls on May 7.
Still, it was deferred by the
Election Commission of India
at the request of BJP and other
parties, to May 25 citing
inclement weather conditions.
Meanwhile, elaborate security
arrangements have been made
to ensure incident-free and
peaceful polling across 18
Assembly segments spread
between five districts, three in
the Kashmir valley and two in
the Jammu region.
Of 18 assembly segments — 11
fall in Kashmir’s Anantnag,
Kulgam, and Shopian districts,
and seven in  Jammu’s Poonch
and Rajouri districts across the
mighty Pir Panjal range.
The ECI has set up 2,338
polling stations across the
Anantnag- Rajouri
Parliamentary Constituency.
South Kashmir used to be an
erstwhile bastion of PDP.

Before launching his own
regional political party, Mufti
Mohd Sayeed won the 1998
Lok Sabha polls from
Anantnag. Between 1967 -
1977 Mohd Shafi Qureshi of
the congress party retained
the seat for three consecutive
terms. Begum Akbar Jahan
Abdullah won the seat in 1984.
A Kashmiri Pandit Piyare Lal
Handoo won the seat on JKNC
ticket in 1989.Mohd Maqbool
Dar won the seat on Janta Dal
ticket in 1996.
The NC won the seat in 1999,
2009 and 2019, PDP emerged
winner in 2004 and 2014.
In the last Lok Sabha election,
the Anantnag Lok Sabha con-
stituency had recorded a low
voter turn of 9 percent voting
while the Rajouri-Poonch area,
which was part of  Jammu Lok
Sabha seat, recorded over 72
percent voting. In 2104, the
Anantnag Lok Sabha seat saw
a turnout of 28 percent.
While the polls in Baramulla
and Srinagar were peaceful,
authorities have a security

challenge in the Anantnag-
Rajouri Lok Sabha constituen-
cy.
Last week terrorists carried
out two back-to-back attacks in
south Kashmir in which a for-
mer sarpanch associated with
the BJP was shot dead and a
tourist couple was wounded in
a separate attack.
While the terrorist-related vio-
lence and law and order situ-
ations have reached their low-
est ebb in Kashmir after August
5, 2019 — the day when J&K’s
special status was abrogated —
the terrorist handlers have
spread the arc of terror towards
the Pir Panjal districts of the
Poonch-Rajouri.
The last few years have wit-
nessed a series of deadly attacks
on the Army in the twin dis-
tricts of Poonch-Rajouri that
left several soldiers dead.
Three weeks back, on May 4,
foreign terrorists killed an IAF
official and injured four others
in a brazen attack in Poonch
before vanishing into the
forests.

Mehbooba aiming for hat-trick in Anantnag Rajouri LS constituency
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In a historic moment for
Indian cinema, “Sunflowers

were the first to know” -- a
course-end film made by
Chidanand Naik, a student of
Film and Television Institute of
India (FTII)  based on a
Karnataka folklore -- has
bagged the coveted  La Cinef
Award at 77th Cannes Film
Festival.
An announcement about
“Sunflowers were the first to
know” winning the coveted
award was made at the Cannes
Film Festival where the student
Director Chidanand Naik
received the award on Friday.
The award-winning film has
been directed by Chidananda
S Naik, who is a doctor-turned-
filmmaker from Mysuru in
Karnataka. It has been shot by
Suraj Thakur and edited by

Manoj V. Abhishek Kadam has
provided sound to the film.
These students had worked
on the film as part of their final
year coordinated exercise and
passed out from the FTII in
2023.
“Sunflowers were the first to
know” is a story of an elderly
woman who steals the village's
rooster, which throws the com-
munity into disarray. To bring
the rooster back, a prophecy is
invoked, sending the old lady's

family into exile.
This is the first time a film by
a student from a 1-year
Television course of FTII has
been selected and won at the
prestigious Cannes Film
Festival. Before joining FTII in
2022, Chidanand S Naik was
also selected as one of the 75
Creative Minds at 53rd
International Film Festival of
India (IFFI), an initiative of the
Ministry of I & B to recognize
and support budding young
artists in the field of Cinema.
‘La Cinef ’ is an official section
of the festival aimed at encour-
aging new talents and recog-
nising films from film schools
across the world. 
The award-winning film was
among 18 short films (14 live-
action and 4 animated films)
chosen from a total of 2,263
films submitted by 555 film
schools all over the world.
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Bengal on Saturday would go
to sixth phase of elections

for eight parliamentary seats —
in five districts  —  where about
1.45 voters would elect their
future legislators from 79 can-
didates.
The Lok Sabha seats that are
going to polls on Saturday are
Ghatal, Midnapore, Jhargram,
Bankura, Bishnupur and
Purulia, all situated in three
jangalmahal districts of West
Midnapore, Bankura and
Purulia. The other two seats are
Tamluk and Kanthi in East
Midnapore district, which is
also considered to be the home
turf of State Opposition Leader
Suvendu Adhikari.
The sixth phase is likely to
decide much of Bengal's polit-
ical trajectory considering the
fact that opposition BJP
presently holds five out the
eight seats where polls would
be held. Much would depend
upon the saffron outfit's per-
formance in these seats, experts
say.
Among the notable people
who are contesting in the sixth
phase are retired Justice Abjhijit
Gangu'li from Tamluk. He is
pitted against Debangshu
Bhattacharya of Trinamool
Congress and Sayan Banerjee
of CPI(M). In the neighbour-
ing Kanthi constituency
Soumendu Adhikari the
younger brother of Suvendu
Adhikari is contesting on BJP
ticket. He is pitted against
TMC's Uttam Barik and
Congress' Urbashi
Bhattacharya. 

In 2019 the seat was won by
Sisir Adhikari the father of
Suvendu Adhikari on a TMC
ticket. Later he switched over to
the BJP.
In neighbouring Ghatal seat
TMC's sitting MP Dipak
Adhikari or Deb the Bengali
superstar is contesting against
the BJP's Hiranmay
Chattopadhyay also a film star
and Congress' Papiya
Chakrabarty.
From Midnapore from where
sitting BJP MP Dilip Ghosh
was shifted to Burdwan-
Durgapur seat, BJP's Agnimitra
Paul is taking on TMC's June
Maliya an actress and CPI's
Biplab Bhatta. In neighbouring
Jhargram, seat BJP's Pranat
Tudu is fighting against TMC's
Kalipada Soren and CPI(M)'s
Sonamani Tudu. The seat was
won by the BJP in 2019.
Further west BJP's sitting MP
Soumitra Khan is contesting
against his estranged wife and
TMC candidate Sujata Khan
from Bishnupur. Both are pit-
ted against CPI(M)'s Shital
Kaibartya. From Bankura BJP
MP Dr Subhas Sarkar is taking
on local TMC strongman Arup
Chakrabarty and CPI(M)'s
Nilanjan Dasgupta an advocate.
From Purulia bordering
Jharkhand, TMC's Shantiram
Mahato is pitted against sitting
BJP MP Jyotirmoy Singh
Mahato. They are taking on
Congress' Nepal Mahato who
has the backing of the CPI(M).
Interestingly, Left Front con-
stituent Forward Bloc has field-
ed a separate candidate from
this constituency dimming the
chances of the Congress.
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Continuing her tirade
against Narendra Modi

for calling himself a person
chosen by the God, Bengal
Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee on Friday said facing
an imminent defeat the Prime
Minister was making all kinds
of statements that were devoid
of any sense.
In an apparent reference to a
recent interview given by the
Prime Minister she sarcasti-
cally said, "he is now telling
that he is the son of God who
does not have any biological
parents like us … but my
question is whether God pro-
vokes riots and sends people
to jail by invoking National
Register of Citizens."
Banerjee was addressing an
election rally at Mathurapur
bordering Sunderbans in
South 24 Parganas district.
Asking whether the God
would stop funds meant for
the poor people under 100-
days' work scheme or whether
the God would go back on his
promise of depositing Rs 15
lakhs in people's accounts. 
She also took a jab at the BJP
leader for allowing his party
men to call Lord Jagannath
the devotee of the Prime
Minister. Apparently she was
referring to a statement from
Odisha BJP leader Sambit
Patra who had in a reported
"slip of tongue" said that the
Lord was a Bhakta or devotee
of the Prime Minister. He
however apologized and cor-
rected himself subsequently.
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From Page 1
BJP is banking on Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
charisma and works done by
the Modi Government
including national security. It
has also focused on corruption
charges against Kejriwal and
minority appeasement issues
while both AAP and the
Congress have focused on
dictatorship of Modi and
misuse of ED, CBI against
Opposition leaders. The entire
election in Delhi is focused
between two personalities-
Modi vs Kejriwal.
AAP has fielded Kuldeep
Kumar from East Delhi seat,
Mahabal Mishra from West
Delhi, Somnath Bharti from
New Delhi and Sahi Ram
Pahalwan from South Delhi.
The Congress has fielded JP
Agarwal from Chandni
Chowk, Kanhaiya Kumar from
North East Delhi and Udit Raj
from North West Delhi
constituency. 
BJP candidates include Manoj
Tiwari from North East Delhi,
the only sitting MP from Delhi
fielded by the party again;
Ramvir Singh Bidhuri from
South Delhi, Bansuri Swaraj
from New Delhi, Harsh Deep
Malhotra from East Delhi,
Yogendra Chandolia from
North West Delhi, Praveen
Khandelwal from Chandni
Chowk and Kamaljeet
Sehrawat from West Delhi.
The BJP has fielded two
women candidates in the
national Capital.
Campaigners included Modi,
BJP chief JP Nadda, Union
Ministers Amit Shah, Rajnath

Singh, Nitin Gadkari, Piyush
Goyal among others; Chief
Ministers of BJP ruled States
including Yogi Adityanath of
UP, Himanta Biswa Sarma of
Assam, Pushkar Singh Dhami
of Uttarakhand, Pramod
Sawant of Goa and
Maharashtra Deputy Chief
Minister Devendra Fadanavis
among others.  
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi
held three public meetings for
the party candidates. Besides,
Kejriwal and his wife Sunita
Kejriwal, Punjab Chief
Minister Bhagwant Mann and
Delhi government ministers
Atishi, Saurabh Bharadwaj,
Gopal Rai, Kailash Gahlot also
campaigned for the AAP
candidates.
Several dignitaries and
eminent personalities,
including President of India
Droupadi Murmu, Congress
leaders Sonia Gandhi and
Rahul, Kejriwal and Union
Minister Hardeep Singh Puri
are also voters of the city.
With 13,637 and four auxiliary
-- including 2,891 critical --
polling stations in Delhi, 70
pink booths will also be set up,
which will be handled by
women officials only. Along
with this, 70 model polling
booths have been set up. The
maximum number of voters is
in the West Delhi seat at 25.87
lakh followed by West Delhi
seat (25.67 lakh), North East
Delhi seat (24.63 lakh), South
Delhi seat (22.91 lakh), East
Delhi seat (21.20 lakh),
Chandni Chowk seat (16.45
lakh) and New Delhi seat
(15.25 lakh).

From Page 1
Besides urban apathy,
heatwave in poll bound
States and UTs are major
concerns to the authorities to
improve voter turnout.
According to the weather
department, the maximum
temperature is expected to be
around 44 to 45 degrees
Celsius which is likely to give
feelings of over 50-52 degrees
Celsius.
In a statement issued on
Friday, the poll panel said the
India Meteorological
Department has predicted
“no adverse impact” of
cyclone in poll-going
constituencies. But it gave no
details.Polling for the
Anantnag-Rajouri seat in
Jammu and Kashmir will also
be held on Saturday. The
election there was postponed
from phase three to six due
to logistical issues owing to
adverse weather conditions.
Among the key contestants
are Dharmendra Pradhan
(BJP) from Sambalpur
(Odisha), Manoj Tiwari
(BJP) and Kanhaiya Kumar
(Congress) from North East
Delhi, Bansuri Swaraj from
New Delhi  Maneka Gandhi
(BJP) from Sultanpur (Uttar
Pradesh), Mehbooba Mufti
(PDP) from Anantnag-
Rajouri (Jammu & Kashmir),
Abhijit Gangopadhyay (BJP)
from Tamluk (West Bengal),
and BJP’s Manohar Lal
Khattar (Karnal, Haryana),
Naveen Jindal (Kurukshetra)
Raj Babbar ( Gurugram)
Dinesh Lal Yadav alias
Nirahua ( Azamgarh) and

Rao Inderjit Singh
(Gurgaon).
So far, polling has been
completed in 428
constituencies across 25
States and Union Territories.
Phase V witnessed a voter
turnout of approximately
62.19 per cent. In the
corresponding phase during
the 2019 polls, a voter
turnout of 64.16 per cent was
recorded as 51 seats across
seven States went to the polls.
The Congress did not win
even one of these 58 seats in
the 2019 elections. In
contrast, the BJP’s stakes are
high as it had won 40,
securing a vote share of more
than 40 per cent on 47 seats
in the last elections. This
clearly shows Congress
doesn’t have any strongholds
in this phase.
What makes this phase
particularly interesting is
that all seven seats in Delhi
and all the 10 seats in
Haryana will go to polls.
Of the 58 Parliamentary
constituencies, the BJP has a
stronghold in five, Biju
Janata Dal on four, and
Trinamool Congress on two.
The BJP is a strong contender
in 30 seats. This means the
party won the seat at least
twice in the last three
elections.
There are six seats where the
victory margin was more
than 35 per cent in the 2019
election, and the BJP won all
of them. The other four seats
with less than one per cent
victory margin in the last
election are Shrawasti in UP,

Rohtak in Haryana,
Sambalpur in Odisha, and
Jhargram in West Bengal.
In West Bengal, voting will
be held in the tribal belt
JangalMahal region,
spanning five districts. A
hotspot for identity politics,
the region sends eight
representatives to Lok Sabha
from Tamluk, Kanthi, Ghatal,
Jhargram, Medinipur,
Purulia, Bankura, and
Bishnupur seats. Out of the
eight seats, the BJP won five
and TMC bagged three in the
2019 polls.
The seats going to the polls in
Uttar Pradesh are Sultanpur,
Pratapgarh, Phulpur,
Allahabad, Ambedkar Nagar,
Shrawasti, Domariyaganj,
Basti, Sant Kabir Nagar,
Lalganj, Azamgarh, Jaunpur,
Machhlishahr and Bhadohi.
From Sultanpur, BJP
candidate Maneka Gandhi is
seeking her ninth entry into
the Lok Sabha.
The former Union Minister
is up against the Samajwadi
Party’s Ram Bhual Nishad
and the Bahujan Samaj
Party’s (BSP) Uday Raj
Verma. In Azamgarh,
incumbent MP Dinesh Lal
Yadav Nirahua will be hoping
to retain the seat for the BJP
against the Samajwadi Party’s
Dharmendra Yadav. 
Jaunpur will witness former
Maharashtra Minister
Kripashankar Singh of the
BJP taking on Samajwadi
Party candidate Babu Singh
Khushwaha and the
incumbent MP Shyam Singh
Yadav of the BSP.

From Page 1
“As a woman I think while
our society wants us to
pursue our studies and work
keeping us at par with men,
the burden of home falls on
us alone. We are pressured to
marry early,” she shared.
Explaining what her issues
are, she said, “The issues for
me this election will be lack
of infrastructure when it
comes to our legal system
and in education too. I think
if we build more courts and
have more vacancies, so
many lawyers and advocates
can get jobs.
A resident of North West
Delhi’s Kirari, she said she
will vote for Congress and
INDIA Bloc in her
constituency
Rituraj, a 22-year-old student
of Faculty of Law College,
vociferously questioned why
developmental projects
haven’t taken place in Bihar
from where 39 MPs were
voted to power in 2019 to
BJP-led NDA Government. 
He said, “I believe that even
though BJP-led NDA went
on to secure 39 seats in Bihar,
developmental projects in the
State weren’t focused upon.
Even Gujarat doesn’t give so
many seats to them and yet
nobody works for Bihar.
There are migrant workers
from Bihar in Gujarat. We are
facing a brain drain in our
State. We need a leader from
Bihar who can understand
our problems and work on
them at a fast pace.”
“However, we have to choose
the best from the worst. First

of all, even though Tejashwi
Yadav has taken over, his
father is still there. They still
do caste politics. The JD(U)
and NDA Government has
done some good work. For
example, my mother
benefitted from the loan
women self help groups get
with no interest for work.
Toilets installed by the
Government to make India
open defecation free was an
important initiative. The
EWS scheme has made the
lives of general people like
me a bit better. I come from
the Bhumihar caste and even
though they belong to the
general caste, the census
done in Bihar shows that they
are among the most poor.
The NDA Government was
bringing the farm laws which
I believe would have been
helpful to the farmers of
Bihar since we don’t have
mandis like the one in Punjab
but then they took it back,”
he said while talking about
who he will consider to vote
for.
Shreya, a 20-year-old native
of Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath’s
Gorakhpur constituency,
said, “Developmental
projects did take place in
Gorakhpur after the Yogi
Government came into
power. AIIMS was opened in
my hometown. In regard to
women safety, we were given
counselling about which
places we can find help from
the police. They impose
curfews also to maintain law
and order from time to time

at night.”
Further, she expressed her
concerns about rising
communal tensions and said,
“I think privatisation affects
the working force in the
government sector. My
parents are in Government
services. I also feel that
politics based on Hindu
Muslim should be contained.
Communalism in the
country has gone up I
believe.”
She said, “It has gone up
everywhere, not just there.
However, not a lot of people
might know but the hospital
in the name of Yogi’s father
provides free treatment to
Muslims.”
Anamika, a 23-year-old
student who hails from
Kerala, also expressed similar
concerns and said, “I want a
Government which doesn’t
favour a particular group and
alienates others. I believe our
focus is too much on
Hindutva and religion. More
push should be given to
development.”
“At the present moment, I see
Congress and the INDIA
Bloc winning in my State. I
like Rahul Gandhi but I think
he is good in principle albeit
I am not sure if he is a good
leader,” she stated.
Aryan, 18, who studies in
Hindu College, said
unemployment is an issue. “I
hail from Uttarakhand so I
don’t see much development
there. Facilities in sports are
not much there which
demotivates the youth to
participate in it,” he shared.
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Astudents' association of
Jammu and Kashmir on

Friday wrote to External
Affairs Minister S Jaishankar
and requested that "proactive
measures" be taken immedi-
ately to ensure well-being of
the Indian students in
Kyrgyzstan.  This comes days
after mobs targeted the for-
eigners in capital city Bishkek
triggering concerns about
their safety.

Jammu and Kashmir
Students Association in its let-
ter also said that students
from the Kashmir Valley
studying there are "waiting to
return to their homeland"
after the incident.

Meanwhile,  the Indian
Embassy in Kyrgyz Republic
on Friday said the situation in
Bishkek "continues to remain
calm".
"However, upon request of
Indian medical students, the
Embassy is working with
Medical Universities in the
Kyrgyz Republic to arrange
for their transport to the
nearest international airport
to address their concerns," it
posted on X.

Ambassador Arun K
Chatterjee had met the Indian
medical  students at
International Higher School
of  Medicine (IHSM) in
Bishkek on May 22 and as
part of its outreach activity,
some embassy officials had
also met with various Indian
medical students at Royal
Metropolitan University.

Jammu and Kashmir

Students Association in its let-
ter said several Kashmiri stu-
dents and their parents have
"reached out to us, expressing
their fear and anxiety follow-
ing a series of troubling
events".   The Indian students,
part icularly those from
Kashmir in Kyrgyzstan's cap-
ital city, Bishkek, were "caught
unaware of the mob violence"
and are "desperate to return
home", it said.
"Given the gravity of the sit-

uation and the urgency of
ensuring the safety and well-
being of our fellow citizens,
we earnestly request the
Ministry of External Affairs to
take immediate steps to facil-
itate the evacuation of Indian
students stranded in
Kyrgyzstan. Their safe return
home should be a priority to
prevent any further distress or
potential harm," the letter
said.
"We trust in the prompt and

decisive action of the Ministry
in safeguarding the interests
and security of Indian citizens
in Kyrgyzstan. We request
that proactive measures be
taken immediately to ensure
the well-being of these stu-
dents," it added.

The Ministry of External
Affairs (MEA) should "col-
laborate closely" with the
respective government and
diplomatic mission to "facil-
itate the safe passage of Indian
students out of harm's way",
the association said.
"Your swift intervention in

this matter will be greatly
appreciated by the students,
their families, and the stu-
dents' body," it added.
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The toll in the Dombivli
chemical unit multiple

blasts rose to 13 on Friday, even
as  the police arrested two
absconding owner-directors of
M/s Amudan Chemicals Pvt
Ltd and booked a case against
them for culpable homicide not
amounting to murder and
other various other offences.
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More than 13 years after
actress-model Laila Khan

and her five family members
were brutally killed and buried
in a farmhouse at Igatpuri in
Nashik district, a Mumbai
court on Friday handed out
capital punishment to her step-
father Parvez Ahmad Tak, a
resident of Jammu & Kashmir
with alleged  Lashkar-e-Taiba

links.
Having held him guilty of
killing his step-daughter and
actress Laila Khan, her moth-
er, three siblings, and a cousin
sister in February 2011,
Additional Sessions Judge S B
Pawar awarded the death sen-
tence to Tak on Friday. Tak was
the third husband of Selina
Patel, Laila's mother, and has
been found guilty of the ghast-
ly six murders, destruction of
evidence, and other offences.

Stepfather sentenced to death
for killing actress Laila Khan
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Atotal of 131 roadshows and
rallies happened in the

national Capital with stars like
Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath and BJP Chief
JP Nadda descending in the city
to sweep the seven Lok Sabha
seats in Delhi for a consecutive
third term. More than 10,000
padyatra and 2,000 nukkad
natak also took place in a high
voltage election campaign.
As the city votes to decide
their MPs on Saturday, Delhi
BJP President Virendra
Sachdeva and seven BJP
candidates on Friday shared
their experiences of the entire
84 days of election campaign.
All seven candidates of BJP
including South Delhi’s

Ramvir Singh Bidhuri, North
East Delhi’s Manoj Tiwari,
East Delhi’s Harsh Malhotra,
West Delhi’s Kamaljit
Sehrawat, Northwest Delhi’s
Yogendra Chandolia, New
Delhi’s Bansuri Swaraj and
Chandni Chowk’s Praveen
Khandelwal shared their
experiences and stated that

they are sure of a consecutive
win for the third time because
people have belief in the Prime
Minister. Delhi will vote on
Saturday to decide the fate of
the candidates in the fray
Sachdeva while sharing his
experiences of election rallies
said, “By winning for the third
time in Delhi, the BJP is going
to make Prime Minister
Narendra Modi the Prime
Minister. When the national
leadership within the BJP met
the people of Delhi, they too
received a lot of love from the
people of Delhi.”
Tiwari, who is vying for a third
term, said, “Arvind Kejriwal
and his leaders constantly
tried to spread lies and bad
propaganda about the BJP, but
the people of Delhi have
understood what the truth is.”

Bidhuri said that this time
everyone has made up their
mind to vote for Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to
make him secure a win the
third time while Malhotra
stated that this election is an
election to secure the borders
of the country.
Sehrawat said, “This election is
to make Prime Minister Modi
win who brought Wing
Commander Abhinandan
back home and this is being
said by rickshaw pullers which
is a witness to the fact that
even rickshaw pullers have
faith in our country and our
leadership.” Chandolia said
that people are so worried
about ration cards since seven
lakh people’s cards have not
been made till now by the
Delhi government.
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Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Friday claimed

that Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has admitted that the
alleged excise policy linked
money laundering scam ‘is com-
pletely fake’ while the ED and
CBI have no evidence of the
scam.
The AAP chief made this
disclosure citing the statement
given by the Prime Minister in
an interview on Thursday
where he called him an
‘experienced thief ’. He said, “In
the interview, Prime Minister
Modi admitted in front of the
whole country that the liquor
scam is fake, and no evidence
has been found in it. He has
said that no evidence was
found because Kejriwal is ‘an
experienced thief ’.”
He asked whether ED and CBI
officers are useless. “The truth
is that Modi is making this an
excuse that Kejriwal is an
experienced thief to justify my
wrong arrest. I appeal to the
Prime Minister that when you
have already admitted that the
liquor scam is fake and there is
no recovery, then release all the
people arrested in this case,” he
stated.
AAP Convenor said, “For the
last two years, they have been
making noise that there is a
liquor scam in Delhi. They
arrested me, Sanjay Singh,
Manish Sisodia, and conducted
more than 500 raids all over the

country. Don't know how
many more people they
arrested. They say that we took
a bribe of Rs 100 crores, and
just a few days ago, they said
that there is a scam of Rs 1100
crores. A big question arises
that if there is a scam of Rs 100
crores or Rs 1100 crores, then
the money must be kept
somewhere. They conducted
more than 500 raids; they did
not find a single penny
anywhere. We must have spent
(that money) somewhere,”
adding that they conducted so
many raids but did not find any
account of the expenditure.
Claiming that the PM Modi
accepted that they have no
evidence against him, Kejriwal
said, “The Prime Minister said
that the reason why no
evidence was found, no
recovery was made, no money

was recovered is because
Kejriwal is an experienced
thief. So yesterday, the Prime
Minister admitted in front of
the whole country that he has
no evidence in the liquor scam,
he has no recovery in the liquor
scam, not even a penny was
recovered.”
“So, your entire CBI is useless,
all your CBI officers are useless,
all your ED officers are useless.
That is just an excuse to justify
his wrongful arrest that
Kejriwal is an experienced
thief. But yesterday the Prime
Minister himself admitted in
front of the whole country that
he has no evidence, there is no
recovery. Prime Minister, when
you have already admitted that
the entire liquor scam is fake,
you have no evidence, there is
no recovery, then release
everyone,” reasoned Kejriwal.

LS poll: 131 roadshows, rallies took place in Capital
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With a day to go before the Lok Sabha
elections in Delhi, the candidates spent

their time with their families, seeking bless-
ings from God and planning booth man-
agement for the D-Day.  The campaigning
for the polls ended on Thursday evening.
The AAP candidate from West Delhi
parliamentary constituency, Mahabal
Mishra, began his day by playing carrom
board with his grandchildren.
"His grandchildren are having summer
vacations, so he spent time with them.
Then, he had breakfast with his family
members, including his sons-in-laws and
others who were also involved in
campaigning.  Then he proceeded to the
war room and appreciated and thanked
the volunteers. He also had 'dahi-chooda'

with party workers and strategised on
preparations for May 25. Throughout the
day, he will be meeting party workers at his
residence," his grandchild Ayush Mishra
said
Similarly, the AAP candidate from South
Delhi, Sahi Ram Pahalwan, said he spent

one hour in the morning with his family
and then left to meet the volunteers to
discuss booth management.  "Even the
volunteers are a part of our family and
they have been working hard giving their
blood and sweat for the campaigning," he
added. His opponent Ramvir Singh
Bidhuri spent his time in meeting booth
workers to plan management for the
highly anticipated D-day.
The AAP candidate from New Delhi,
Somnath Bharti, unwound himself after a
hectic campaign by playing tennis in the
morning, having tea with his family and
then paying obeisance at a gurdwara and
Valmiki temple.  "I will take my children
out since I have not been able to give them
time. Throughout the day, booth
management discussions will also be
going on," he added.

LS picks meet with party workers, strategise on poll day eve
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On the eve of Lok Sabha
polls in the national capi-

tal, Lieutenant Governor Vinai
Kumar Saxena reminded
Delhiites that Saturday is a "day
of duty" and not a holiday, and
urged voters to exercise their
franchise.
In a video message, Saxena
advised people to cast their
votes early in the morning in
view of the prevailing intense
summer heat in the city.
Votes for the seven Lok Sabha
seats in Delhi will be cast
from 7 am to 6 pm on
Saturday.
"We are going to celebrate the
festival of democracy on May
25. Festivals like Holi, Diwali,
Eid, Christmas come every
year, but this biggest poll
festival comes only once in
five years," said the LG in his
message.He dubbed the Lok
Sabha polls a "golden
opportunity for the people to
decide the future direction of
the country and shape the
country socio-economically,
politically as per their wish."
There are 1.52 crore valid
voters in Delhi, including 82
lakh male, 69 lakh female and
1,228 third gender voters.
"I appeal to all of you to to
participate enthusiastically in
the festival of voting for
formation of a government
that is strong and
performing," said the LG. 
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PM admitted excise policy
scam fake, claims Kejriwal
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27, a day after voting for the Lok
Sabha elections took place in his
constituency.
The MEA is undertaking the
process to cancel Prajwal’s diplo-
matic passport under the pro-
visions of the Passports Act of
1967 as well as related regula-
tions, sources said.
If the passport is cancelled,
then Prajwal’s stay abroad will
be illegal and he may face legal
action by concerned authorities
in the country he is staying, a
person familiar with the matter
said.
On Wednesday, Karnataka
Chief Minister Siddaramaiah
wrote a second letter to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi urging
him to take “prompt and nec-
essary” actions to cancel
Prajwal’s diplomatic passport.
The chief minister sent a simi-
lar letter to the prime minister
on May 1.
The Special Investigation Team
(SIT) set up by the Karnataka
government to probe the sexu-
al abuse charges against Prajwal
wrote the MEA to cancel his
diplomatic passport after an
arrest warrant was issued
against him by a local court.
A ‘Blue Corner Notice’ seeking
information on Revanna’s
whereabouts has already been
issued by the Interpol following
a request by the SIT.
Earlier this month, MEA
spokesperson Randhir Jaiswal

said Prajwal travelled to
Germany on a diplomatic pass-
port and he did not seek polit-
ical clearance for the trip. “No
political clearance was either
sought from or issued by MEA
in respect of the travel of the said
MP to Germany,” Jaiswal had
said.
“Obviously, no visa note was
issued either. No visa is required
for diplomatic passport holders
to travel to Germany. The
Ministry has not issued visa
note for any other country,” the
MEA spokesperson said.
On Friday, External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar also
addressed questions about
Revanna’s diplomatic passport
cancellation while speaking to
the media.
“MEA got this request from the
Karnataka Government only
on the 21st of May. People
were saying a lot of things to the
press. I don’t know how other
governments/state governments
function. We in MEA at least
function as per the law,” he said.
Incidentally, Janata Dal Secular
(JDS) supremo H D Deve
Gowda on Thursday issued a
stern warning to his grandson
Prajwal Revanna, asking him to
return to India, surrender to the
police or face his wrath.  He also
said he should be given the
harshest punishment if the
accusations against him turn out
to be true.
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The Ministry of External
Affairs (MEA) has served a

show-cause notice to suspend-
ed JD(S) MP Prajwal Revanna
asking why his diplomatic pass-
port should not be cancelled as
sought by the Karnataka gov-
ernment in view of allegations
of sexual abuse against him, it
was learnt here on Friday.
Official sources on Thursday
had said the MEA is processing

the Karnataka government’s
request to cancel Prajwal’s diplo-
matic passport. Currently, he is
believed to be in Germany.
The show-cause notice has been
served on Prajwal as part of the
process initiated to cancel his
passport, they said.     It is learnt
that the show-cause notice was
served through email.
Prajwal , the grandson of former
prime minister H D Deve
Gowda, is at the centre of a mass
sexual abuse case and the
Hassan MP left India on April

MEA serves show-cause notice to Revanna
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India’s growing weight will
ensure that the overall bal-

ance in the world order remains
in favour of freedom, openness,
transparency and a rules-based
order, External Affairs Minister
S Jaishankar said on Friday.
In a virtual address at the
Nikkei Asia Future of Asia
Forum, he said the challenge of
supply chain and the use of eco-
nomic coercion by states have
put a premium on resilience, in
comments that came amid
China’s attempt to become an
economic hegemon.  Jaishankar
said the world is undergoing a
flux, driven by geopolitical,
geo-economic and geo-tech-
nological developments and
that the global order today is
visibly under stress, with Asia
and the Indo-Pacific very much
part of this transformation.
“But it is not just change we are
seeing; there is also much
greater risk-taking. It is visible
in the conflict in Ukraine, in
violence in the Middle East and
the disregard for international
law and agreements in Asia and
the Indo-Pacific,” he said.
This has economic facets, per-
haps even more concerning.
The supply chain challenge,
over-concentrations stemming

from globalization and the use
of economic coercion by states
have put a premium on
resilience and redundancy,” he
said.The minister said equally
important is the technology
challenge that has created a new
level of inter-penetration and
interdependence. “As a result,
the era of AI, EVs (electric vehi-
cles), green and clean tech-
nologies have brought both
hope and anxiety in equal mea-
sure.
“As both market shares and
data harnessing are leveraged,
national security has become
crucial to many economic
transactions,” he said.
Jaishankar said the transfor-
mation of India is critical to
strengthening multipolarity in
Asia itself, which is a prereq-

uisite for a multipolar world.
“India’s growing weight will
ensure that the overall balance
in the world order remains in
favour of freedom, openness,
transparency and a rules-based
order,” he said.
“Equally, its greater sense of
responsibility and more con-
tributions are also making a dif-
ference. Indian naval ships are
currently operating in the Red
Sea to protect maritime ship-
ping,” he noted.

“India has been a First
Responder for natural disasters
across the Indian Ocean, some-
times even beyond. Its initia-
tives ranging from solar ener-
gy to disaster resilience and
bio-diversity have been recog-
nised across the world,” he
said.

mony, Doval said India’s economic
progress would have been much faster if
“we had more secure borders”.
“In the foreseeable future, I don’t think

our borders are going to be as secure as
we will require for our fast economic
growth. So, the responsibility on border
guarding forces has become very, very
heavy. They have got to remain on alert
24X7 in perpetuity. They have got to see
that our national interests and country are
protected,” he said.
Borders are important because that is the
limit which “defines our sovereignty”, he
said. “Jameen par jo kabja hai wo apna
hai, baki to sab adalat aur kachehri ka
kaam hai, usse farak nahi padta (The land
which is in our possession is ours, the rest
is the matter of courts and that is imma-
terial),” Doval said.
The government has paid very, very high
attention to border security during the last
10 years, a period in which “our com-
prehensive national power has grown
immensely”, Doval said on Friday.
The NSA said India is changing very fast
and, in the next 10 years, “we will be a
USD 10 trillion economy and the third
largest economy” that he called a “major
achievement”.
He said India will have one of the largest
workforces and be a hub of high-tech-
nology artificial intelligence, semicon-
ductors, quantum computing and vari-
ous other areas of defence and security
manufacturing.
The country, which was an importer of
arms, exported USD 2.5 billion worth of
arms until March 31, emerging as a big
exporter because of the government’s pol-
icy of self-reliance and Atmanirbhar
Bharat, Doval said.
In this changing India, prosperity guar-
antees security to some extent and
increases vulnerability in much larger
areas, he said.
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National Security Advisor (NSA) Ajit
Doval said here on Friday India

would have progressed at a much faster
pace if its borders had been more secure,
defined and not in “adversarial dispos-
session.” He also underlined that the
country’s power has grown immensely in
the last 10 years.
Delivering the Rustamji Memorial
Lecture organised by the Border Security
Force (BSF) on its 21st investiture cere-
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Antimicrobial resistance (AMR)
threatens millions of lives annual-

ly, with bacterial infections claiming one
in every eight global deaths, said a study
published in The Lancet, painting a
grim picture of a world where 50 lakh
lives are lost each year due to bacteria
resistant to antibiotics.
It said up to 7.5 lakh AMR-related
deaths annually in low middle income
countries could be prevented by
improving infection prevention mea-
sures, including hand hygiene, sanita-
tion, and vaccination, said the authors
and have called for support in provid-
ing sustainable access to antibiotics to
be central to ambitious and actionable
targets for tackling AMR.
“Access to effective antibiotics is essen-
tial to patients worldwide. A failure to
provide these antibiotics puts us at risk
for not meeting the UN sustainable
development goals on child survival
and health ageing,” said series co-
author, Iruka Okeke of the University
of Ibadan, Nigeria.
Okeke said that effective antibiotics pro-
long lives, reduce disabilities, limit
healthcare costs and enable other life-
saving medical actions such as surgery.
“However, antimicrobial resistance is on
the rise - accelerated by inappropriate
use of antibiotics during the COVID-
19 pandemic - threatening the back-
bone of modern medicine and already
leading to deaths and disease which
would have once been prevented,” said
Okeke.
Existing infection prevention methods

can prevent AMR-associated deaths,
according to modelling analysis under-
taken for putting together the series of
papers.
Up to 3.37 lakh deaths a year could be
saved by improving infection preven-
tion and control in healthcare facilities
while around 2.5 lakh deaths could be
avoided yearly by providing universal
access to safe drinking water and effec-
tive sanitation in community settings.
Further, 1.82 lakh deaths a year could
be saved by expanding the rollout of
some paediatric vaccines, such as pneu-
mococcal vaccines which help protect
against pneumonia and meningitis,
along with introducing new ones, such
as RSV vaccines for pregnant women,
the researchers found.
“Our findings highlight how public
health actions to prevent infections in
the first place should be prioritised as
a strategy to tackle AMR as these meth-
ods have the potential to drastically
reduce the number of deaths from
AMR-associated infections,” said co-
author Yewande Alimi of Africa Centres
for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC).
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India’s growing weight will ensure overall global balance
remains in favour of freedom, openness: EAM Jaishankar
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Army chief General Manoj Pande on
Friday exhorted National Defence

Academy (NDA)cadets to further the
spirit of jointness as they grow in ser-
vice and also emphasised about the rev-
olution in military affairs which are
mostly driven by technology.
He made this assertion while review-

ing the Passing Out Parade of 146th
Course of National Defence Academy
at Khetarpal Parade Ground, NDA,
Khadakwasla.  A total of 1,265 cadets
participated in the parade of which 337
cadets were from the passing out
Course.
This included  199 Army Cadets, 38

Naval Cadets and 100  Air Force cadets
including 19 cadets from Friendly
Foreign Countries including Bhutan,
Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka,
Myanmar and Maldives. A contingent
of 24 female cadets, presently in their
third and fourth term of training also
took part in the parade.
Known as the cradle of military lead-

ership, the NDA is the country’s premier
Joint Services Training Institution. The
146th course was inducted in June 2021
and after completion of three years of
rigorous military training the cadets
passed out in a grand ceremonial event.
The cadets will now join their respec-
tive Pre-Commissioning Training
Academics.

Army Chief exhorts
NDA cadets to further
spirit of jointness
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Polling in Haryana for 10 LS seats today; former CM Khattar, Union Ministers in fray 
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Polling in the 10 Lok Sabha
constituencies in Haryana

and for the Karnal assembly
bypoll will be held on Saturday
that will decide the fate of 223
candidates, including big guns
like former chief minister
Manohar Lal Khattar and
Congress’ Kumari Selja.
A total of 223 candidates —
207 men and 16 women — are
in the fray in the sixth phase of
the Lok Sabha polls and more
than 2 crore people are eligible
to vote in the state.
Chief Minister Nayab Singh
Saini is contesting the Karnal
byelection.
Voting will be held from 7 am
to 6 pm.
The BJP had won all 10 Lok
Sabha seats in Haryana in the
2019 general elections.
For the Lok Sabha elections,
Union ministers Rao Inderjit
Singh and Krishan Pal Gurjar,
former chief minister
Manohar Lal and Congress
heavyweights Kumari Selja
and Deepender Singh Hooda
are among the candidates.
Khattar, the BJP candidate
from Karnal, is facing
Haryana Youth Congress
president Divyanshu
Budhiraja.
Haryana is witnessing a direct
fight between the ruling BJP
and opposition Congress on
most seats. However, seats like
Hisar are witnessing a multi-
cornered contest.
From Hisar, Power Minister

Ranjit Singh Chautala, an
Independent MLA who joined
the BJP ahead of the polls, is
pitted against two members of
the Chautala clan — JJP’s
Naina Chautala and INLD’s
Sunaina Chautala. Congress’
Jai Prakash is also in the fray.
The BJP has fielded
industrialist and former
Congress MP Naveen Jindal
from Kurukshetra. He is
facing AAP’s state unit chief
Sushil Gupta and INLD’s
Abhay Singh Chautala.
Union minister Inderjit Singh
and Krishan Pal Gurjar are
seeking re-election from
Gurugram and Faridabad
seats, respectively. The

Congress has fielded its senior
leader Raj Babbar from
Gurugram.
Congress’ Kumari Selja and
BJP’s Ashok Tanwar are
contesting from Sirsa. In
Rohtak, Deepender Singh
Hooda is up against BJP’s
Arvind Sharma.
During the high-pitched
campaigning for the sixth
phase, which ended on
Thursday evening, BJP leaders
including Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Union
ministers Amit Shah, Rajnath
Singh and Nitin Gadkari, and
INDIA bloc leaders Rahul
Gandhi, Priyanka Gandhi
Vadra and Arvind Kejriwal

made all-out efforts to garner
support for candidates of their
parties.
Jannayak Janta Party (JJP),
Indian National Lok Dal
(INLD) and Bahujan Samaj
Party (BSP) have also fielded
their candidates in the Lok
Sabha polls. JJP’s 10, BSP’s
nine and INLD’s seven
candidates are contesting the
polls.
A few sitting MLAs are also in
the fray, including INLD’s
Kurukshetra candidate Abhay
Singh Chautala. Congress’
sitting MLAs Varun

Chaudhary and Rao Dan
Singh are contesting from
Ambala and Bhiwani-
Mahendragarh seats,
respectively.
BJP MLA Mohan Lal Badoli is
contesting from Sonipat and
JJP’s Naina Chautala from
Hisar.
Saini, who is also the state BJP
chief and the sitting
Kurukshetra MP, was sworn in
as the chief minister on March
12, replacing Khattar. He
contesting the Karnal
assembly bypoll.
There are nine candidates in

the fray for the bypoll which
was necessitated by Khattar’s
resignation as MLA.
There are 2,00,76,768
registered voters in the state,
including 94,23,956 women
and 467 transgender voters,
Haryana’s Chief Electoral
Officer Anurag Agarwal said.
A total of 45,576 EVMs will be
used in the state for the Lok
Sabha elections and the
assembly bypoll. Along with
this, 24,039 control units and
26,040 VVPAT machines will
be used, Chief Electoral
Officer Anurag Agarwal said.



New-to-credit (NTC)
users or first-time
users of credit prod-

ucts were one of the fastest-
growing consumer segments
in the lending category in the
last three years, driving sus-
tainable financial inclusion
and economic growth in
India. Industry data sug-
gests that India currently
has around 200 million
active credit users and
around 800,000 NTC con-
sumers are being added to
this pool every year.
Over the last few years, these
consumers driven by easy
access to credit cards and
short-term-personal loans
(STPL) grew the retail cred-
it category at a rapid pace.
Rapid digitisation of the
lending process gave a boost
to the rise in NTC cus-
tomers but also resulted in
challenges in background
checks and client’s repay-
ment capacity. It took the
RBI to step in by increasing
risk weightage to control
the uncontrolled growth in
this category. As a result, the
supply has been curtailed
with first-time users increas-
ingly finding it difficult to get
easy access to credit prod-
ucts. However, there are

some specially co-created
credit cards for first-time
users, helping them to build
a good credit history before
getting access to other cred-
it products. 
In such a situation, manag-
ing debt smartly has become
important for first-time con-
sumers. For them, using a
credit card responsibly is
crucial for building a positive
credit history and avoiding
debt. Here are some financial
tips:
Understand your need for
a credit card: For new users,
it is very important to under-
stand the terms and condi-
tions of your credit card.
These include interest rates,
fees, grace periods and
rewards programs if applic-
able. We often make the
mistake of activating the

credit card without under-
standing the finer details of
credit card usage. This mis-
take may cost you a bad debt
and a bad financial history,
limiting your access to cred-
it in the future. 
Start small: There is always
a temptation to overspend
with a credit card, especial-
ly if you are a first-time user.
So, it is advisable to begin
with a low credit limit to
avoid overspending and to
ease into managing credit
responsibly.
Always pay on time and in
full: Always pay your cred-
it card bill on time and in full
to avoid late fees and inter-
est charges. Setting up auto-
matic payments can help
ensure you never miss a due
date.
Monitor your spending:
Keep track of your credit
card transactions to stay
within your budget and
avoid overspending. Many
credit card companies offer
online or mobile banking
apps to help you monitor
your spending in real time.
Keep utilisation low: Aim to
keep your credit utilisation
ratio-the amount of credit
you’re using compared to
your total credit limit-below

30 per cent. This shows
lenders that you’re using
credit responsibly and can
help improve your credit
score.
Avoid cash advances: Cash
advances often come with
high fees and interest rates,
so it’s best to avoid using
your credit card for cash
withdrawals unless neces-
sary.
Regularly check your cred-
it report: Monitor your
credit report for any errors
or unauthorised activity.
You’re entitled to a free cred-
it report from each of the
three major credit bureaus
(Equifax, Experian and
TransUnion) once a year.
Build an emergency fund:
Having an emergency fund
can help cover unexpected
expenses without relying
solely on credit cards, reduc-
ing the risk of accumulating
debt. Having a financial dis-
cipline is very important
towards a good financial
future. For NTC consumers
the early they start is good
for a healthy future but with
a bit of discipline and con-
sciousness. 
(The writer is a co-founder

Zet-fintech platform; 
views are personal)
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decreased productivity and physical health
issues like headaches and sleep distur-
bances. Address gaslighting by docu-
menting interactions, building support, pri-
oritising self-care, limiting exposure and
seeking intervention. Organisations must
cultivate a supportive work environment
through awareness campaigns, clear report-
ing mechanisms, robust anti-bullying poli-
cies, respectful communication practices
and training for managers to identify and
address gaslighting. By empowering
employees and fostering a supportive cul-
ture, organisations can combat gaslighting
effectively and build a healthier workplace
for all.

Amarjeet Kumar | Hazaribagh
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Madam — In a world where stress is often
demonised, reframing it as a friend can
transform your relationship with it. Most
people think that stress makes them sick;
it increases the risk of everything from the
common cold to cardiovascular disease.
Basically, we have turned stress into our
enemy. One study found that people who

experienced a lot of stress in the previous
year had a 43 per cent increased risk of
dying, but that was only true for people
who believed that stress was harmful to
their health. 
The researchers estimated that the people
who died prematurely died not from
stress but from the belief that stress was bad
for them. Cultivate a mindset shift: view
stress as a sign that your body is energised
and ready to tackle tasks. Embrace the
physiological changes, like an increased
heart rate, as your body gears up for action.
If you’re breathing faster, there is no
problem; it’s getting more oxygen to your
brain. Over a lifetime of stressful experi-
ences, this one biological change could be
the difference between a stress-induced
heart attack at age 50 and living well into
your 90’s. Ultimately, by reframing stress
as a friend rather than a foe, You no longer
need to get rid of your stress; instead, make
yourself better at it.

Harshita Dhakad | Ujjain
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Madam — Although the central and State
Governments have imposed a complete
ban on polythene covers of thickness less
than 125 microns in the State, it is not seen
in practice. The viscosity of polythene bags
is too high. 75-micron-thick bags, which
were once banned, are still being used
today. A large number of polythene cov-
ers are used in vegetable, tiffin, grocery, big
shops and wholesale shops. As authorities
have failed to ban polythene covers, they
are seen everywhere on roads and canals.
Cattle are falling sick by eating the wastes
dumped in these covers in front of the
houses and on the road. Criticisms are
being heard that even though so many
mishaps are happening, the concerned
authorities are not paying attention. The
authorities should clamp down on the sale
of banned polythene bags which harm the
environment and take strict action against
those selling them. The authorities should
make an effort to inform the people
about the disadvantages caused by the use
of banned polythene bags and to organise
awareness programmes to encourage peo-
ple to use eco-friendly clothing as an alter-
native.

Appanna Gonapa | Visakhapatnam
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Madam — It refers to ‘Deleterious Effects
of Workplace Gaslighting’ (May 23).
Gaslighting within the organisational set-
ting presents a significant threat to employ-
ee well-being and overall organisational
effectiveness. This form of psychological
manipulation, characterised by the delib-
erate undermining of an individual’s per-
ceptions, beliefs and reality, fosters a
detrimental work environment with far-
reaching consequences. The erosion of
employee confidence and self-esteem,
heightened anxiety and paranoia, social iso-
lation and withdrawal and manifestations
in physical health are some of the critical
impacts of gaslighting in the workplace.
Gaslighting through denial, blame-shifting
and criticism erodes employees’ self-worth
and competence, causing isolation, stress,
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ing machine’ phenomenon)
that may have made many
opposition politicians jump
ships - there is yet another loud
concern expressed of unap-
proachability, remaining essen-
tially unheard, or even of inac-
cessibility attributed to politi-
cal leadership that leads to
members to leave political
parties for greener pastures. All
Indian political parties have
their exclusive leadership
cocooned, isolated and pro-
tected from lesser leaders - this
seemingly helps build leader-
ship aura, mystique and even
fear of the respective ‘high
commands’. The top leadership
is only for taking the ‘final call’
and all others must robotical-
ly comply with the same, as
described in the uniquely
Indian expression of sub-
servience, “as disciplined sol-
diers of the party”. Such obse-
quious and diktat-filled frame-
works are more suggestive of
autocracies rather than partic-
ipative democracies. 
This suffocating, intolerant
and illiberal normalcy of
Indian political culture is in
stark contrast to that of its
progenitor, British-
Westminster politics. In the
UK, there have always been
divisions within party ranks
(on issues), expressed ambition
for top roles and public expres-
sion of dissenting positions
e.g., Brexit. 
All these individualistic or
non-conformist positions do
not warrant the automatic

expulsion or diminishment
of an individual from party
ranks. The ruling
Conservative Party has many
active and known ‘camps’ that
may or may not agree with the
policies and decisions of their
Partyman as the Prime
Minister, Rishi Sunak. It has
always been so with divides
amongst social liberals and
social democrats, modernisers
and traditionalists and
Brexiteers of various sides
and shades etc., Therefore,
even though the Conservative
Party has ruled uninterrupted
since 2010 (then by David
Cameron), it has since had five
different Prime Ministers i.e.,
David Cameron, Theresa May,
Boris Johnson, Liz Truss and
now, Rishi Sunak. Even now
the jostling within the Tories
continues with apparently
Boris Johnson planning a
comeback to David Cameron
having staged a dramatic
comeback as the Secretary of
State for Foreign,
Commonwealth and
Development Affairs, under
Rishi Sunak! 
It is the same concept of
‘internal democracy’ that has
seen a similar leadership
change in the principal oppo-
sition party i.e., the Labour
Party. Since 2010 under
Gordon Brown, it has seen a
constant change in leader-
ship Harriet Harman, Ed
Miliband, Jeremy Corbyn to
now Sir Keir Starmer. Each of
these individual leaders has

reflected the topical preference
of the party cadres and lead-
ers. Now with Keir Starmer
sure to get elected as the
Prime Minister of the UK, he
couldn’t be more unlike his
party predecessor, Jeremy
Corbyn, both in person and
policies. Starmer continues
to consult both the former
Labour Prime Minister i.e.,
Tony Blair and Gordon
Brown, though neither has any
outsized political relevance. 
In short, there are no perma-
nent Gods in British political
parties, unlike the Indian con-
text where a few individuals
rule the roost without getting
subjected to any internal chal-
lenge, questioning or change.
The rules and circumstances
for leadership can be made to
change overnight to suit cer-
tain individuals or dynasties
which essentially seek to per-
petuate the leadership compo-
sition, that has existed for
years. 
As Winston Churchill once
said, “The opposition occupies
the benches in front of you, but
the enemy sits behind you”
implying in his party ranks -
that such internal competition
can never be a sign of weak-
ness but of ensuring that only
one with the most competitive,
compelling and winning cre-
dentials leads the party.

(The writer, a military veter-
an, is a former Lt Governor

of Andaman & Nicobar
Islands and Puducherry. The
views expressed are personal)
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In 1936, Dr BR Ambedkar
wrote an undelivered
speech, Annihilation of
Caste, where he forewarned,
“Constitutional morality is

not a natural sentiment. It has to
be cultivated. We must realise that
our people have yet to learn it.
Democracy in India is only a top-
dressing on an Indian soil which
is essentially undemocratic.” This
sharp but sage observation was
well before the Constitution of
India was formally framed and
adopted under his leadership.
Eighty-eight years since the
speech that was considered too
controversial to be delivered, the
issues of caste, constitutional
impropriety and his controversial
but astute insistence that
“Democracy in India is only a
top-dressing on India soil which
is essentially undemocratic” res-
onates loud and clear with the
proceedings (rather, regressions)
in the ensuing Lok Sabha elec-
tions.
Amongst the most invoked, gal-
vanising and feared concerns in
the ongoing election pitch are still,
caste and religion. Beyond the
trumpeting label of ‘world’s largest
democracy’ which we proudly
accept and acknowledge, is the
damning backsliding on various
Democracy ‘indexes’ - which we
equally readily slam as vested,
unfair, or even ‘anti-national’. An
unmistakably think-skinned spir-
it and hypersensitivity about the
unflattering reportage abounds,
which does not help build creden-
tials of a mature, confident and
progressive democracy. The
‘mother of democracy’ simply
cannot be selectively entertaining
of all praise and simultaneously
small-spirited against criticism. 
However, beyond the multiple
and well-known afflictions like
dynastic tendencies, majoritarian-
ism, ethnic-casteist-regional
assertions, muscle power, money
power et al, lies yet another seri-
ous curse of the complete lack of,
or even any pretence of an ‘inter-
nal democracy’ in any political
party, national or regional. We
seem to be partaking in the exer-
cise of democracy with a rather
regrettable set of undemocratic
parties. 
Beyond the obvious threats of the
‘carrot-and-stick’ nature (with
murmurs of the infamous ‘wash-
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This month Gurgaon
has seen protests in
several localities with

frustrated and disillusioned
residents announcing-
‘Election candidates not wel-
come, no development, no
vote’. 
Gurgaon residents are
piqued that despite paying
taxes(the highest share in the
State), they are getting a
raw deal. Sensing the mood
of the public, both BJP stal-
wart and five-time MP, Rao
Inderjit Singh and Congress
candidate Raj Babbar, have
made development their poll
plank. Interestingly though
it is a national election,
focus remains on local
issues, especially in the
absence of a central nation-
al poll theme.
Gurgaon may have fancy

tags of ‘Millennium City’
and ‘Cyber City’ but the
city which has made a glob-
al mark, lacks badly on phys-
ical and social infrastructure.
It presents an ugly face with
city waste besides construc-
tion debris lying all over,
posing a serious health haz-
ard. 
It is not just Gurgaon, even
the new sectors of the city
which are grappling with
poorly maintained roads (
leading to accidents and
dust pollution), inadequate
drinking water, power and
sewerage infrastructure. In
the absence of proper
drainage. Failure of civic
authorities has made matters
worse. 
The lack of an adequate
metro network in the city
has created a traffic mess on

the roads. The lack of prop-
er parking infrastructure has
only made matters worse. A
lot of the city’s civic infra
woes are because of the
flawed development model
of real eState development
preceding infrastructure

development. Moreover,
unlike in neighbouring
Noida where there is a sin-
gle development authority,
Gurgaon lacks on this front.
GMDA (Gurgaon
Metropolitan Development
Authority) constituted to

put an end to a multiplicity
of development authorities,
has proved to be an eyewash
with MCG (Municipal
Corporation Gurgaon) and
HSVP (Haryana Shahari
Vikas Pradhikaran) around.
Seeking vote on develop-
ment, Rao Inderjit Singh
takes credit for initiating
the mega infrastructure and
connectivity projects like
KMP Expressway, Delhi-
Mumbai Expressway (pass-
ing through Gurgaon),
Sohna Elevated Expressway,
Dwarka Expressway, Metro
Expansion, Gurgaon
Railway Station upgrada-
tion. 
In rural and Muslim-domi-
nated Nuh, he is telling vot-
ers about the development
gains of key infrastructure
projects like the Delhi-

Mumbai Expressway and
Orbital Rail.Raj Babbar, on
the other hand, is also play-
ing the development card to
counter Rao Inderjit, point-
ing to shoddy development
with several civic issues
plaguing the city, turning it
into a slum. Long delays in
metro expansion, Lack of an
Inter-State Bus Terminus
and the absence of a suitable
Civil Hospital are among
the issues he has been rak-
ing up among the voters,
demanding a fair share of
development.He is promis-
ing the transformation of
Gurgaon.
Though Rao Inderjit Singh
may be facing anti-incum-
bency he has an obviousad-
vantage of a well-oiled
organisation besides the
Modi factor. On the other

hand, Raj Babbar faces the
challenge of being an out-
sider. Besides he has the
disadvantage of being a late
starter due to a delay in
announcing his nomination. 
The Gurgaon electorate
seems to be in a mood to
give another chance to the
BJP , banking on the strong
pro-development credentials
of Modi However, they have
also shown their displea-
sure with the political par-
ties. Indeed Gurgaon’s infra-
structure is not up to the
mark and needs an immedi-
ate attention. Besides, their
anger has led politicians to
take notice of their woes and
have now started showing
interest in infrastructure
upgradation.
(The writer is a senior jour-

nalist; views are personal)
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Social media in the political
domain
Social media has become an
increasingly important tool for
political communication. For cer-
tain demographics, it is one of the
main platforms where people get
their news and interact with it by
commenting and sharing. Social
media has dramatically changed
the way modern political cam-
paigns are run. As more and
more digitally native citizens vote,
social media has become an
important tool for politicians to
establish themselves and com-
municate with voters.
The experience of using social
media depends largely on the
user, as the platform’s algorithms
tailor the consumer experience to
each user. This leads to each per-
son seeing more like-minded peo-
ple due to increased digital social
behaviour. In addition, social
media changed politics because it
gave politicians a direct way to
inform their constituents and
people to speak directly to politi-
cians. This unofficial nature can
lead to misinformation because it
is not subject to the same “fact-
checking processes as institution-
al journalism”. Moreover, social
media platforms serve as democ-
ratising agents, empowering indi-
viduals to participate in political
conversations irrespective of geo-
graphical or socio-economic bar-
riers. Citizens can voice their per-
spectives, amplify marginalised
narratives and mobilise collective
action, thereby enriching the
democratic fabric of society.
Concurrently, social media’s inter-
active nature engenders height-
ened transparency and account-
ability within political institu-
tions, as public scrutiny intensifies
and feedback mechanisms prolif-
erate.

AI Deepfakes: A new era
Technological implications are
increasingly becoming impera-
tive in the current election in India
about political communication.
This election season, misinforma-
tion has a new face. This time,
India smiles, talks and woos the
voters with a wisdom that is hard
to start and harder to regulate.
The 2019 election was no stranger
to hate and misinformation cam-
paigns, but the technology that
enables this ecosystem has
changed the rate of misrepresen-
tation. The fraud pulse has found
a new, more enthusiastic channel
in the last five years. Law enforce-
ment agencies are warning loud-
er than ever that the average
Indian voter in 2024 is most at risk
of being misinformed about the
election. There are gaps in people’s
ability to distinguish between real
and artificial intelligence, leaving
them vulnerable to fraud and
unauthorised access. Social media
companies struggle to curb fake
news and propaganda; The Indian
Government is updating existing
legislation to better address the
spread of online counterfeiting.
The 2019 election took place on
social media. Researchers identi-
fied sophisticated campaigns that
used WhatsApp messaging and
massive deployment of IT bots to
distribute cropped photos, post
coordinated content and publish
fake videos on Facebook during
the 2024 general elections. The
pressing question now is how
digital platforms tag, identify and
contextualise such media. Even in
the era of generative AI, such
enforcement measures were
nascent or seasonal at best. Now,
cheap or free tools allow even
amateurs to create deep fakes
without content filters to prevent
fake or illegal content from

spreading. This means that tech-
nology platforms have to act
stronger against criminals and
break the chain of disinformation
faster than they do. One of the
biggest changes in social media
after the 2019 elections in India is
the absence of Twitter (Now X),
the platform used by India’s con-
trolled politicians and
Government agencies to broadcast
official information to the coun-
try’s media.
A way forward
In today’s world, understanding
politics means delving into how
political actors communicate and
navigate various media channels.
These channels not only reflect but
also shape political messages and
images. Just as political systems
influence media through policies
and decisions, media structures
profoundly impact political com-
munication processes.
Easy-to-make AI videos with
near-perfect shadows and hand
gestures can sometimes confuse
even the digitally literate. But the
risks are greater in a country
where many of its 1.4 billion peo-
ple are technologically challenged
and where manipulated content
can easily stoke sectarian tensions,
especially during elections. The
Election Commission of India
recently warned political parties
against using artificial intelligence
to spread misinformation, issuing
seven provisions of IT and other
laws that carry up to three years
in prison for offences including
forgery, rumour and
hostility.Looking forward to a
free and fair election this time!

(The author is from 
Journalism and Mass 

Communication, Rama 
Devi Women’s 

University, Bhubaneswar; 
views are personal)

Aprominent film programmer
and writer David Schwartz
has rightly quoted, “Political
commercials pretend to be
like documentaries, but they

use all the techniques of fiction filmmak-
ing, including scripts, performances and
music.” This could be quite apt to pon-
der on the current general election and
political communication in India. The use
of technologies including deep fakes is
attempting to make this election distinct
from the 2019 general election.
Political communication is the produc-
tion and influence of persuasive political
messages, campaigns and advertisements,
often involving the mass media. It is an
interdisciplinary field that uses commu-
nication, journalism and political science.
Political communication concerns ideas
such as information flow, political influ-
ence, decision-making, news and impact
on citizens. Since the advent of the
World Wide Web, the amount of data to
be analysed has increased and researchers
are turning to computational methods to
study the dynamics of political commu-
nication. This can be quite relevant in the
light of Parliamentary elections, 2024 in
India.
The parliamentary elections in India have
started from 19 April and will continue
up to 1 June in seven phases to elect all
543 members of the Lok Sabha. This is
the longest election in history, surpass-
ing the previous election of 44 days, sec-
ond only to the Indian general election
of 1951- 52. Approximately 970 million
of the 1.4 billion people are eligible to
vote, that is 70 per cent of the total pop-
ulation. In the States of Andhra Pradesh,
Arunachal Pradesh, Odisha and Sikkim,
parliamentary elections will be held
simultaneously with general elections and
by-elections to 25 constituencies in 12 leg-
islative assemblies. The votes will be
counted and the results announced on
June 4. Current Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, who has completed his second
term, is running for a third consecutive
term.
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The bodies of three more
hostages killed on October

7 were recovered overnight
from Gaza, Israel’s army said on
Friday, as the top United
Nations court prepares to rule
on whether Israel must halt its
military operations and with-
draw from the enclave. The
bodies of Hanan Yablonka,
Michel Nisenbaum, and Orion
Hernandez Radoux were found
and their families have been
notified. The army said they
were killed on the day of the
attack at the Mefalsim intersec-
tion and their bodies were
taken to Gaza.
The announcement comes less
than a week after the army said
it found the bodies of three
other Israeli hostages killed
on October 7.
Hamas-led militants killed
around 1,200 people, mainly
civilians, and abducted around
250 others in the October 7
attack. Around half of those
hostages have since been freed,
most in swaps for Palestinian

prisoners held by Israel during
a weeklong cease-fire in
November.
Israel says around 100 hostages
are still captive in Gaza, along
with the bodies of at least 39
more, while 17 bodies of
hostages have been recovered.

Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu has
vowed to both eliminate
Hamas and bring all the
hostages back, but he’s made lit-
tle progress. He faces pressure
to resign, and the US has
threatened to scale back its sup-
port over the humanitarian
situation in Gaza. On Friday,
Netanyahu said the country
had a duty to do everything to
return those abducted, both
those killed and those who are
alive. In a post on X Friday,
French President Emmanuel
Macron gave condolences to
the family of Hernández-
Radoux, a French-Mexican cit-
izen, saying France remains
committed to releasing the
hostages. The country is also
expecting a ruling on Friday
afternoon by the International
Court of Justice to decide on an

urgent plea by South Africa to
order Israel to cease operations.
Israel is unlikely to comply with
any such order.
Even so, a cease-fire order by
judges of the International
Court of Justice would heap
more pressure on an increas-
ingly isolated Israel.
On the hostages, Israelis are
divided into two main camps:
those who want the govern-
ment to put the war on hold
and free the hostages, and oth-
ers who think the hostages are
an unfortunate price to pay for
eradicating Hamas.
On-and-off negotiations medi-
ated by Qatar, the United States
and Egypt have yielded little.
Anger is growing at home at
the government’s handling of
the hostage crisis. Earlier this
week, a group representing the
families of hostages released
new video footage showing
Hamas’ capture of five female
Israeli soldiers near the Gaza
border on October 7.
The video shows several of the
young soldiers bloody and
wounded. In one scene, a mil-
itant tells one of the terrified

women she is beautiful.
The video sparked more
protests across the country
calling for the hostages’ release.
The army said on Friday the
hostages were found during an
operation in Jabaliya. Military

spokesman Rear Adm. 
Daniel Hagari said in a news
conference that the army was
able to retrieve the bodies
based on “critical intelligence”
uncovered last week by Israeli
forces operating in Gaza. The

group representing the families
of the hostages said the bodies
had been returned to their
families for burial.

Nisenbaum, 59, was a
Brazilian-Israeli from the
southern city of Sderot. 
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More than 100 people are
believed to have been

killed Friday in a landslide
that buried a village in a
remote, mountainous part of
Papua New Guinea, and an
emergency response is under-
way, the South Pacific island
nation’s leader and news
media said. The landslide hit
Kaokalam village in Enga
province, about 600 kilome-
ters (370 miles) northwest of
the capital, Port Moresby, at
roughly 3 am, Australian
Broadcasting Corporation
(ABC) reported.
Residents said estimates of
the death toll were above
100, although authorities
have not confirmed that fig-
ure. Villagers said the num-
ber of people killed could be
much higher. Prime Minister
James Marape said authorities
were responding and he
would release information
about the destruction and
loss of life when it was avail-
able.

“I am yet to be fully briefed
on the situation. However, I
extend my heartfelt condo-
lences to the families of those
who lost their lives in the
landslide disaster in the early
hours of this morning,”
Marape said in a statement.
“We are sending in disaster
officials, PNG Defense Force,
and the Department of Works
and Highways to ... start relief
work, recovery of bodies, and
reconstruction of infrastruc-
ture,” he added.
Australia, a near neighbor
and Papua New Guinea’s
most generous provider of
foreign aid, said the govern-
ment stood ready to help.
“We send our heartfelt sym-
pathies to the people of PNG
following the landslide at
Kaokalam village,” Australian
Foreign Minister  Penny
Wong posted on social media
. “The loss of life and destruc-
tion is devastating,” she
added. “As friends and part-
ners, Australia stands ready
to assist in relief and recov-
ery efforts.”

Videos on social  media
showed residents pulling out
bodies buried under rocks
and trees.
Elizabeth Laruma, who runs
a women’s business associa-
tion in Porgera, a town in the
same province near the
Porgera Gold Mine, said
houses were flattened when
the side of a mountain gave
way.
“It has occurred when people
were still asleep in the early
hours, and the entire village
has gone down,” Laruma told
the Australian Broadcasting
Corp. “From what I can pre-
sume, it’s about 100-plus peo-
ple who are buried beneath
the ground.”
The landslide blocked the
road between Porgera and the
village, she said, raising con-
cerns about the town’s supply
of fuel and goods.
Village resident Ninga Role,
who was away when the land-
slide struck, expects that at
least four of his relatives
died.
“There are some huge stones

and plants, trees. The build-
ings collapsed,” Role said.
“These things are making it
hard to find the bodies.”
B el inda Kora,  a  Port
Moresby-based AB C
reporter, said helicopters were
the only way of accessing
the village, which is in the
mountainous interior region
known as the Highlands, with
the main road closed. Papua
New Guinea is a diverse,
developing nation of mostly
subsistence farmers with 800
languages.
There are few roads outside

the larger cities.
With 10 million people, it is
also the most populous South
Pacific nation after Australia,
which is home to some 27
million. Telecommunications
are poor, particularly out-
side Port Moresby where gov-
ernment data show 56 per
cent of the nation’s social
media users reside. Only 1.66
million people across the
country use the internet and
85 per cent of the population
lives in rural areas. 
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Asix-day-old U.S. pier pro-
ject in Gaza is starting to

get more aid to Palestinians in
need but conditions are chal-
lenging, U.S. officials said
Thursday. That reflects the
larger problems bringing food
and other supplies to starving
people in the besieged terri-
tory.
The floating pier had a trou-

bled launch, with crowds
overrunning some of the first
trucks coming from the new
U.S.-led sea route and taking
its contents over the weekend.
One man in the crowd was
shot dead in still-unexplained
circumstances. It led to a
two-day suspension of aid
distribution.
The U.S. military worked with
the U.N. and Israeli officials
to select safer alternate routes
for trucks coming from the
pier, U.S. Vice Admiral Brad
Cooper told reporters
Thursday.
As a result, the U.S. pier on
Wednesday accounted for 27
of the 70 total trucks of aid
that the U.N. was able to
round up from all land and
sea crossings into Gaza for
distribution to civilians, the
United States said.
That’s a fraction of the 150
truckloads of food, emer-
gency nutrition treatment and
other supplies that U.S. offi-
cials aim to bring in when the
sea route is working at max-
imum capacity. 
Plus, Gaza needs 600 trucks
entering each day, according
to the U.S.  Agency for
International Development,
to curb a famine that the
heads of USAID and the U.N.
World Food Program have
said has begun in the north
and to keep it from spreading
south. Only one of the 54
trucks that came from the pier
Tuesday and Wednesday
encountered any security
issues on their way to aid
warehouses and distribution
points, U.S. officials said.
They called the issues “minor”

but gave no details.
A deepening Israeli offensive
in the southern city of Rafah
has made it impossible for aid
shipments to get through the
crossing there, which is a key
source for fuel and food com-
ing into Gaza. Israel says it is
bringing aid in through
another border crossing,
Kerem Shalom, but humani-
tarian organizations say
Israeli military operations
make it difficult for them to
retrieve the aid there for dis-
tribution.
The Biden administration last
week launched the $320 mil-
lion floating pier for a new
maritime aid route into Gaza
as the seven-month-old
Israel-Hamas war and Israeli
restrictions on land cross-
ings have severely limited
food deliveries to 2.3 million
Palestinians.
For all humanitarian efforts,
“the risks are manifold,”
Daniel Dieckhaus, USAID’s
response director for Gaza,
said at a briefing with Cooper.
“This is an active conflict
with deteriorating condi-
tions.”
Dieckhaus rejected charges
from some aid groups that the
pier is diverting attention
from what the U.S., U.N. and
relief workers say is the essen-
tial need for Israel to allow
full access to land crossings
for humanitarian shipments.
For instance,  Jeremy
Konyndyk, a former USAID
official now leading Refugees
International, tweeted that
“the pier is humanitarian the-
atre.” 
“I would not call, within a
couple of days, getting enough
food and other supplies for
tens of thousands of people
for a month theater,”
Dieckhaus said Thursday
when asked about the criti-
cism. At maximum capacity,
the pier would bring in
enough food for 500,000 of
Gaza’s people. US officials
stressed the need for flow
through open land crossings
for the remaining 1.8 million. 
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In-flight meal services will
now be suspended when the

seatbelt sign lights up on a
Singapore Airlines plane to bet-
ter manage turbulence in the air,
an airline spokesperson has
said, days after severe weather
forced a flight to make an emer-
gency landing in Bangkok with
one dead and 60 injured.
Singapore Airlines (SIA) said it
will continue to review inflight
security processes, giving
utmost importance to the safe-
ty of passengers and crew fol-
lowing last Tuesday’s incident.
“The SIA will continue to review
our processes as the safety of our
passengers and crew is of
utmost importance,” The Straits
Times quoted a spokesman for
the flag carrier as saying on
Thursday.
In-flight meal services will now
be suspended when the seat-belt
sign lights up on a Singapore
Airlines plane as part of efforts
to take a more cautious
approach to managing turbu-
lence in the air, the spokesper-
son said.
Cabin crew will also sit down
and fasten their seat belts when
the seat-belt sign is lit, the SIA
said on May 23.
Unlike in the past, when only
hot drinks would be cut off dur-
ing turbulence, the new mea-
sures would require all meal and
drink services to stop when the
ride gets bumpy.
Other existing safety measures
that kick in during poor weath-
er conditions, including getting
crew members to secure loose
items in the cabin, advising pas-
sengers to return to their seats
and buckle up, and monitoring,
will remain in place.
On May 21, Flight SQ321,
which was heading to Singapore
from London, experienced sud-
den severe turbulence over the
Irrawaddy Basin in Myanmar
during the breakfast service.
One passenger — 73-year-old
Briton Geoffrey Kitchen —
died, and dozens were injured.
The pilot declared a medical
emergency and diverted the
Boeing 777-300ER carrying 211
passengers and 18 crew mem-
bers to Bangkok’s
Suvarnabhumi Airport, where
the plane made an emergency
landing at 3.45 pm (4.45 pm
Singapore time).
It is the first SIA aviation acci-
dent involving a fatality since the

SQ006 crash in Taiwan in
October 2000. Meanwhile, SIA
has apologised to the injured
passengers who say they had no
information from the airline.
Keith Davis, an Australian pas-
senger, on May 23 complained
to the media that he had not
heard from any SIA staff since
he was hospitalised, according
to local reports.
Another Singaporean, who was
previously in the Intensive Care
Unit at a Bangkok hospital, has
been discharged while 48 pas-
sengers from Flight SQ321
remain warded.
According to an update from
Samitivej Srinakarin Hospital,
34 passengers remain warded in
its premises as of noon on May
24, with another 12 at the
Samitivej Sukhumvit Hospital
and two at the Bangkok
Hospital.
The 34 warded at Samitivej
Srinakarin Hospital – compris-
ing 14 males and 20 females –
are from countries such as
Australia, Britain, Malaysia, and
the Philippines, according to
media reports.
Singapore Transport Minister
Chee Hong Tat said on Friday
he was relieved that passengers
who were injured when the
Singapore Airlines plane
encountered severe turbulence
were recovering and that some
had already been discharged
from the hospital and returned
home.
He said investigators from
Singapore’s Transport Safety
Investigation Bureau (TSIB)
were going through data from
the cockpit voice recorder and
the flight data recorder. “We
await the investigation find-
ings to understand what hap-
pened during those moments,”
the Singapore Daily quoted
Chee as saying.
Investigators from TSIB, a
department of the Transport
Ministry responsible for inves-
tigating air, marine and rail acci-
dents and incidents, had arrived
in Bangkok on the night of May
21.
Asked what support the govern-
ment is providing to the
Singaporeans who remain in
Bangkok, Chee said: “We will
continue to provide whatever
support and assistance that is
necessary, working closely with
the SIA and also the Thai
authorities to bring the passen-
gers and crew home as soon as
possible.”
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As the campaign for the UK
general election gathers

momentum after British Prime
Minister Rishi Sunak surprised
many this week with a snap sum-
mer poll on July 4, exactly a
month after India’s election
results on June 4, the prospect of
an India-UK free trade agree-
ment (FTA) has been kicked into
the long grass.
While political analysts and
strategic experts have expressed
confidence that very little should
change on the bilateral relation-
ship front whatever the out-
come in either election, the very
small window that was open for
a deal being clinched by the
Sunak-led Tory government has
now been swept away in the elec-
tion wave of both countries. 
The Opposition Labour Party, in
the lead in most pre-election sur-
veys, has committed itself to “fin-
ish the job” but the timelines will
remain uncertain for some time.
“Rishi Sunak’s shock poll date
announcement of July 4 has
skewered any prospect of the
finalisation of the long-awaited
and much-anticipated FTA with
India by a Conservative govern-

ment,” said Rahul Roy-
Chaudhury, Senior Fellow for
South and Central Asian
Defence, Strategy and Diplomacy
at the London-based think tank
International Institute for
Strategic Studies (IISS).The
Labour Party, widely expected to
form the next government in the
UK, has maintained steadfast

support for such a deal, subject
to an examination of the ‘fine
print’ once it comes into office.
The prospect for such a trade deal
appears positive, providing an
early boost to relations between
the two new governments – the
Labour and the widely expected
third Modi government,” he said.
Dr Chietigj Bajpaee, Senior

Research Fellow for South Asia,
Asia-Pacific Programme at
Chatham House, described the
FTA as a “key watchpoint” for its
broader strategic significance in
terms of deepening the bilateral
relationship. “There should be a
high degree of continuity in
UK-India relations, irrespective
of who wins the UK election.

Under Keir Starmer’s leadership,
the Labour Party has tried to reset
relations with India, which had
deteriorated under [former
leader] Jeremy Corbyn,” said
Bajpaee.
“The UK’s outreach to India also
needs to be seen in the broader
context of the UK’s Indo-Pacific
pivot. There are questions on the
UK’s ability to sustain this in the
context of fiscal constraints and
preoccupation with other foreign
policy priorities – wars in
Ukraine and Gaza, and reviving
relations with the EU,” he said.
A key aspect of this UK election
will be that the country’s first
Indian-origin Prime Minister,
who took over in the wake of
political turmoil within the gov-
erning Conservative Party in
October 2022, will now be tak-
ing his record at Downing Street
to the voters.  The British Future
think tank has already forecast
that the next UK Parliament is set
to be the most diverse yet based
on candidate selections by the
major political parties, with at
least 10 more MPs of ethnic
minority background being elect-
ed to the House of Commons.
“While Labour is doing well
overall in the polls, it’s got more
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Boise (US) (AP): Idaho
Democrats on Thursday selected
Joe Biden as their their nominee
for the White House, giving the
president more delegates after he
already clinched his party’s 2024
nomination. 
The caucus was structured a bit

differently than previous
Democratic caucuses. Instead of
listening to speeches and moving
to various parts of the room to
show their support for a candi-
date, voters were given ballots to
fill out their choices.
Only registered Democrats and
unaffiliated voters were allowed
to participate in the Democratic
caucus. Unaffiliated voters first
had to sign a pledge saying they
are participating as Democrats
and have not participated in any
other presidential nomination
contest this year. Voters who are
17 years old are allowed to cau-
cus as long as they will turn 18
before the general election on
Nov. 5. That is different from
Idaho’s Republican caucus, held
earlier this year. The Republican
caucus allowed only registered
Republicans to vote, and they had
to be at least 18 at the time of the
caucus. Former President Donald
Trump won all of Idaho’s 32 GOP
delegates at the March 2 event. 
Biden will face a steep hill to climb
for Idaho’s general election. The
Republican presidential candidate
has won the deep-red state in
every election since 1968.
Democrats in Idaho utilized cau-
cuses for years but switched the
presidential contest to a primary
for 2020. Biden won with about
49% of the vote, compared with
roughly 42% that went to US Sen.
Bernie Sanders of Vermont.
Both the Republican and the
Democratic parties had to caucus
this year, however, after state
lawmakers inadvertently
scrapped the state’s primaries
during the 2023 legislative session.
The error happened when law-
makers were trying to change the
date of the state’s primary from
March to May, but the new date
wasn’t included in the bill. 
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The office manager of the
Hong Kong trade office in

London and another man will
go on trial in February for
allegedly helping Hong Kong
authorities gather intelligence
in the UK, a judge said on
Friday.
Chung Biu Yuen, 63, and Chi

Leung Peter Wai, 38, appeared
at London’s Central Criminal
Court for a preliminary hear-
ing, charged with agreeing to
undertake information gather-
ing, surveillance and acts of
deception that were likely to
materially assist a foreign intel-
ligence service between
December 2023 and May 2.
Hong Kong authorities have
confirmed that Yuen was the

office manager of the Hong
Kong Economic and Trade
Office in London. A third sus-
pect, Briton Matthew Trickett,
was also charged in the case,
but he was found dead Sunday
in a park under what police
said were unexplained circum-
stances.
Prosecutor Kashif Malik said
during an earlier hearing that
Trickett, reportedly a UK
immigration enforcement offi-
cer and a former Royal Marine,
had attempted suicide after
being charged. He was also the
director of a security company.
Justice Jeremy Baker set a trial
date for February 10, set to last
for about five weeks. The judge
said the men were granted bail
on condition that they observe
a set curfew and other restric-

tions.
The three men were charged
under Britain’s National
Security Act after an investiga-
tion by the Metropolitan Police
Counter Terrorism Command.
Prosecutors allege that the sus-
pects also forced entry into a
UK residential address.
They were arrested earlier this
month in London and
Yorkshire in northern England
by counterterrorism police,
using provisions of a new law
that allows suspects in nation-
al security and espionage cases
to be detained without warrant.
The case drew strong criticism
from officials in Beijing and
Hong Kong, a former British
colony that returned to Chinese
control in 1997. Chinese
Foreign Ministry spokesman

Wang Wenbin said Friday that
the charges were “an act of
political manipulation in the
name of national security”. “It
seriously infringed on the legit-
imate rights and interests of
Chinese nationals in the UK,
gravely undermined China-
UK relations, seriously violat-
ed the principles of internation-
al law and the basic norms of
international relations and
badly harmed the image of the
UK,” he told reporters. In Hong
Kong, a government
spokesman said the city’s
Secretary for Commerce and
Economic Development,
Algernon Yau, met with
Britain’s deputy consul-gener-
al in Hong Kong on Friday to
reiterate concerns about the
case.
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London (AP): King Charles III
won’t be out and about much
over the next six weeks — and
it’s not because of his ongoing
cancer treatments. Shortly after
UK Prime Minister Rishi
Sunak called an early parlia-
mentary election for July 4,
Buckingham Palace said that
all members of the royal fam-
ily were cancelling most pub-
lic engagements until after the
vote to avoid doing anything
that might divert attention
from the campaign.

That announcement is just
one of the ways that Charles
will seek to play his part as a

unifying head of state during
the election, without violating
a constitutional ban on inter-
fering in politics. While the
king’s role in government is
largely ceremonial, it’s bound
up by traditions that embody
the way royal powers were
gradually transferred to
Parliament over the last 800
years. Here’s a look at the
monarch’s role in the run up to
the election, including a few
dos and don’ts.

The decision to call an
election was entirely Sunak’s.
But before he could do so, the
king had to grant permission

to dissolve Parliament early.
Technically, the king still has
the power to refuse a dissolu-
tion request if he believes an
election would be detrimental
to the nation. 

But the last time this hap-
pened was in 1835. Ignoring
that precedent “would expose
the monarch to allegations of
political interference of an
undemocratic nature, even if
the intention of the refusal was
to preserve the good function-
ing of democracy,” according
to the Institute for
Government, an independent
think tank.
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The Hague (AP): The top
United Nations court opened
a hearing Friday to rule on a
request to order Israel to halt
its military operation in Gaza
and withdraw from the
enclave. While Israel is unlike-
ly to comply with any such
order, it would heap more
pressure on the increasingly
isolated country.

Criticism of Israel’s conduct
in the war in Gaza has been
growing — even from its clos-
est ally, the United States,
which has warned against an
invasion of the southern city of
Rafah, where hundreds of
thousands of Palestinians have

sought shelter from fighting
elsewhere. And this week
alone, three European coun-
tries announced they would
recognise a Palestinian state,
and the chief prosecutor for
another UN court requested
arrest warrants for Israeli lead-
ers, along with Hamas officials.

Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu is also
under heavy pressure at home
to end the war, which was trig-
gered when Hamas-led mili-
tants stormed into Israel,
killing 1,200 people, most
civilians, and taking some 250
captive. Thousands of Israelis
have joined weekly demonstra-

tions calling on the govern-
ment to reach a deal to bring
the hostages home, fearing
that time is running out.
While the International Court
of Justice has broad powers to
order an end to the Israeli mil-
itary campaign and any such
ruling would be a blow to
Israel’s international standing,
it does not have a police force
to enforce its orders. In anoth-
er case on its docket, Russia
has so far ignored a 2022
order by the court to halt its
full-scale invasion of Ukraine.
Israel signaled it, too, would
brush off an ICJ order to stop
its operations.
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Taiwan tracked dozens of
Chinese warplanes and navy

vessels off its coast on Friday on
the second day of a large exercise
China’s People’s Liberation Army
held in response to the inaugura-
tion of the island’s new leadership.
China has issued elaborate releas-
es to media showing Taiwan
being surrounded by forces from
the ruling Communist Party’s
military wing, the People’s
Liberation Army. A new video on
Friday showed animated Chinese
forces approaching from all sides
and Taiwan being enclosed with-
in a circular target area.
Despite that, there was little sign
of concern among Taiwan’s 23
million people, who have under
threat of Chinese invasion since
the sides divided during a bitter
and bloody civil war in 1949.
Taiwan’s parliament was mired in
a dispute between its political par-
ties over procedural measures on
Friday and business continued as
usual in the bustling capital of
Taipei.

The defense ministry said it
tracked 49 warplanes and 19 navy
vessels, as well as Chinese coast
guard vessels, and that 35 of the
planes flew across the median of
the Taiwan Strait, the de facto
boundary between the sides, over

a 24-hour period from Thursday
to Friday.
Marine and coast guard vessels,
air and ground-based missile
units have all been put on alert,
particularly around the Taiwan-
controlled island chains of

Kinmen and Matsu located just
off the China coast and far from
Taiwan’s main island, roughly 160
kilometers (100 miles) across the
Taiwan Strait. “Facing external
challenges and threats, we will
continue to maintain the values
of freedom and democracy,”
Taiwan’s new President Lai
Ching-te told sailors and top secu-
rity officials on Thursday as he
visited a marine base in Taoyuan,
just south of the capital, Taipei. In
his inauguration speech on
Monday, Lai had called on Beijing
to stop its military intimidation
and said Taiwan was “a sovereign
independent nation in which
sovereignty lies in the hands of the
people”.
China’s military said its two-day
exercises around Taiwan were
punishment for separatist forces
seeking independence. It sends
navy ships and warplanes into the
Taiwan Strait and other areas
around the island almost daily to
wear down Taiwan’s defences
and seek to intimidate its people,
who firmly back their de facto
independence. 
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China has gifted 1,500
tonnes of water from the

Tibetan glaciers to Maldives,
the second such donation in
less than two months, a media
report said on Friday.
This is the latest in the mul-
tiple grants and aid that China
has promised the Maldives,
especially since pro-China
Mohamed Muizzu took over
as the President in November
2023.
China’s Xizang Autonomous
Region has gifted 1,500 tonnes
of mineral water to the
Maldives government on
Thursday. The Ministry of
Foreign Affairs said that the
donated water will be distrib-
uted to island communities,
for use during times of drink-
ing shortage, news portal
Sun.mv reported. Earlier on
March 27, the Maldives gov-
ernment had announced that
it had received a similar con-
signment of 1,500 tonnes of
water from China.
Foreign Minister Moosa

Zameer, while speaking at a
ceremony where Wang Lixin,
the Chinese Ambassador to
the Maldives, handed over
the donation, said that China
continues to remain a “good
friend to the Maldives,” espe-
cially during the challenging
times and crisis.
The minister also expressed
his gratitude to the people of
Xinjiang Autonomous Region
for the kind gesture and to the
government and people of
China for their continued
support and goodwil l .
“Grateful to receive 1,500
tonnes of mineral water from
the people of Xizang

Autonomous Region, PRC.
This generous donation will
greatly support our island
communities during water
shortages. Thank you for your
support and friendship,”
Zameer said on his official X
handle late on Friday and
tagged Wang while posting
photos from the ceremony.
The Maldives has 26 atolls and
its 1,192 islands are mostly
composed of coral reefs and
sandbars, a combination that
makes groundwater and fresh-
water extremely scarce, and
the problems are exacerbated
due to climate change.
The country has tried between
2011 and 2015, a UN-funded
‘Increasing Climate Resilience
through an Integrated Water
Resources Management
Programme’ but with limited
success.

In December 2014, India
carried out ‘Operation Neer’
during one of its worst water
crises following a massive fire
in the Male Water and
Sewerage Company complex
on December 4, 2014.

While announcing the earlier
consignment in March, the
government had said that the
decision to provide Maldives
with drinking water was
reached during the official
visit in November 2023 of
China’s Tibet Autonomous
Region’s Chairman, Yan Jinhai
to the Maldives, when he met
President Muizzu.
At that time, it was deliber-

ated to donate water that is
produced out of frozen water
procured from glacial regions
which are highly clean, clear,
and rich in minerals.
Moreover, Tibet (Xizang in
Chinese) Autonomous Region
is known to produce high-cost
premium brands of water, the
Maldives Foreign Ministry
said then.
Previously, China had been
exclusively known for its assis-
tance in the urban and eco-
nomic development of the
Maldives. But since Muizzu
assumed office, China has
been helping the country with
the supply of defence equip-
ment too. 
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Russian President Vladimir
Putin arrived Thursday in

Belarus for a two-day visit as part
of several foreign tours to kick off
his fifth term in office, underscor-
ing close ties with a neighboring
ally that has been instrumental in
Russia’s war effort in Ukraine.

Putin traveled to China earlier
this month, and is expected in
Uzbekistan on Sunday. Earlier on
Thursday, the Russian president
hosted Bahrain’s King Hamad bin
Isa Al Khalifa in the Kremlin. 
In Belarus, Putin is to hold talks
with his Belarusian counterpart
Alexander Lukashenko.
Lukashenko greeted him on the
tarmac, and then the two sat
down for a “short conversation”
at the airport, the Kremlin report-
ed. Lukashenko promised to dis-
cuss “security issues at the fore-
front, and tomorrow we will dis-
cuss economic issues together
with our colleagues from the gov-
ernments.” 
The Belarusian leader on
Thursday appointed a new chief
of the country’s military general
staff in a move that analysts say
is aimed at showing the Kremlin
the utmost loyalty of its neighbor
and ally. 

Russia used Belarus, which
depends on Russian loans and
cheap energy, as a staging ground
in the war in Ukraine, deploying
some of its troops there from
Belarusian territory. In 2023,
Russia also moved some of its tac-
tical nuclear weapons to Belarus. 
Maj. Gen. Pavel Muraveyka, who
was appointed as chief of Belarus’
General Staff and as first deputy
defense minister, is known for
publicly threatening neighboring
NATO members Poland and
Lithuania.

In October 2023, he said that
Belarus could seize the so-called
Suwalki Gap — a sparsely popu-
lated stretch of land running
about 100 kilometers (60 miles)
along the Polish-Lithuanian bor-
der. It links Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia with the rest of the
NATO alliance and separates
Belarus from Kaliningrad, a heav-
ily militarized Russian exclave on
the Baltic Sea that has no land
connection to Russia.Military
analysts in the West have long
viewed the Suwalki Gap as a

potential flashpoint in any con-
frontation between Russia and
NATO. They worry that Russia
might try to seize the gap and cut
off the three Baltic states from
Poland and other NATO nations.
“Muraveiko’s appointment is an
open challenge to the West and
a desire to show Putin Minsk’s
complete loyalty and willingness
to maintain a strategic partnership
with Russia,” independent
Belarusian analyst Valery
Karbalevich told The Associated
Press. 
“The deployment of Russian
nuclear weapons in Belarus does
not leave Lukashenko a strategic
choice, turns him into a hostage
of the Kremlin and firmly binds
Minsk to Moscow’s policies,”
Karbalevich said.Both Russia and
Belarus began military drills
involving tactical nuclear weapons
earlier this month. Moscow said
its drills, announced publicly for
the first time on May 6, were a
response to statements by
Western officials signaling possi-
bly deeper involvement in the war
in Ukraine. Belarus launched its
maneuvers involving missiles
and warplanes capable of carry-
ing tactical nuclear weapons on
May 7; Russia’s exercises began
this week. 
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The Philippines will contin-
ue to build security

alliances and stage joint com-
bat drills in disputed waters to
defend its territorial interests,
Defense Secretary Gilberto
Teodoro said Friday, dismiss-
ing China’s criticisms of such
moves as paranoia.
Teodoro bluntly criticised
Beijing’s increasingly aggres-
sive actions in the South China
Sea, without citing China by
name, in a speech before the
military’s top brass at a cere-
mony marking the anniversary
of the Philippine navy’s found-
ing in Manila. The Philippines,
he said, would not tolerate
aggression and provocative
moves.
Since territorial hostilities with
China surged last year in the
South China Sea, Philippine
President Ferdinand Marcos
Jr’s administration has taken
steps to forge new security
alliances with a number of
Asian and Western countries
and allowed a US military
presence in more Philippine

bases under a 2014 defence
pact. 
In April and May, the
Philippine military staged
annual live-fire combat exercis-
es with US forces in and near
the disputed waters.
China has said such actions by
the US and its allies, including
the Philippines, were provoca-
tive, aimed to contain Beijing
and were endangering region-
al security.
“Terming these cooperative

activities with like-minded
nations as a containment or a
provocation is disinformation
and evidence of paranoia of a
closed political system,”
Teodoro said in a clear refer-
ence to China. “The ultimate
intent is to get what they want
by the threat or the use of force.
This we cannot allow to con-
tinue.” The Philippines is the
US’s oldest treaty ally in Asia.
Washington has warned that it
is obligated to help defend the
Philippines if its forces, aircraft
and ships come under an
armed attack, including in the
disputed South China Sea.The
Philippines has defense pacts

allowing American and
Australian forces to enter the
country for annual combat-
readiness and disaster-
response training and is nego-
tiating a similar agreement
with Japan and considering
another pact with France. It
has held joint maneuvers with
the US, Australian and
Japanese navies this year.In
their largest and boldest annu-
al military exercises last month,
thousands of US and
Philippine forces staged the
retaking of an island and sank
a warship in combat drills
focusing on territorial defence
in or near the South China Sea.
They carried out aerial recon-
naissance and logistical trans-
port drills and secured an air-
field during mock combat in a
Philippine town near Taiwan.
“For the first time we have
evolved a realistic training sce-
nario with evolutionary hypo-
thetical scenarios where we can
actually test our capabilities,”
Teodoro said. “There will be
more maritime cooperative
activity between us and like-
minded nations.
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Dhaka (PTI): A Bangladesh
court on Friday sent three sus-
pects to an eight-day police
remand for their alleged involve-
ment in the brutal murder of the
ruling Awami League lawmak-
er Anwarul Azim Anar while he
was in India.
Anar, a three-time parliamen-

tarian from the Jhenaidah-4
segment in Bangladesh and also
the president of Awami League’s
Kaliganj sub-district unit, had
made a personal visit to West
Bengal’s capital city Kolkata on
May 12 to undergo medical
treatment. He went missing
from Kolkata on May 13.
According to the Kolkata police,
circumstantial evidence indi-
cated that the MP was first
strangulated and killed after
which his body was chopped
into pieces and dumped at dif-
ferent areas. Traces of his body
or body parts are yet to be
found. Bangladesh Police had
arrested three persons in connec-
tion with his murder. On Friday,
police produced the three
accused identified as Tanvir,
Shimul Bhuiyan and Silisti
Rahman before the Dhaka
Metropolitan Magistrate Dilruba
Afroz Tithi and sought their 10-
day remand.
After the hearing, the court sent
the trio to an eight-day police
remand. According to
Bangladesh police, Bhuiyan, a
leader of the outlawed Purbo
Banglar Communist Party,
changed his name to Amanullah
and obtained a fake passport to
facilitate the killing of the law-
maker in Kolkata and evade law
enforcement agencies. The mur-
der was planned two to three
months ago, with multiple meet-
ings held at two houses in
Gulshan and Bashundhara areas
which are owned by mastermind
and the MP’s close friend
Aktaruzzaman Shahin.
Akhtaruzzaman, a Bangladeshi-
born American citizen, fled to
Nepal after the murder, police
said. A team of the West Bengal
CID visited Bangladesh on
Thursday to interrogate the three
accused. Earlier on May 23,
Dhaka Metropolitan Magistrate
Mahbubul Haque set a July 4
deadline for submitting the
probe report in the case.
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Hungary will seek to opt
out of any NATO oper-

ations aimed at supporting
Ukraine, Prime Minister
Viktor Orban said on Friday,
suggesting that the military
alliance and the European
Union were moving toward a
more direct conflict with
Russia.

Orban told state radio that
Hungary opposes a plan
NATO is weighing to provide
more predictable military
support to Ukraine in coming
years to repel Moscow’s full-
scale invasion, as better
armed Russian troops assert
control on the battlefield.
“We do not approve of this,
nor do we want to participate
in financial or arms support
(for Ukraine), even within the
framework of NATO,” Orban
said, adding that Hungary has

taken a position as a “nonpar-
ticipant” in any potential
NATO operations to assist
Kyiv.
“We’ve got to redefine our
position within the military
alliance, and our lawyers and
officers are working on ...
how Hungary can exist as a
NATO member while not
part ic ipat ing in  NATO
actions outside of its territo-
ry,” he said.
Orban, considered Russian
President Vladimir Putin’s
closest partner in the EU,
emphasised NATO’s role as a
defensive alliance, and said he
doesn’t share the concerns of
some other Central and
Eastern European countries
that Russia’s military would-
n’t cease its aggression if it
wins the war in Ukraine.
NATO’s strength cannot be
compared to that of Ukraine,”
he said. 

“I don’t consider it a logical
proposition that Russia,
which cannot even deal with
Ukraine, will come all of a
sudden and swallow up the
whole Western world.”
Hungary has refused to sup-
ply neighbouring Ukraine
with military aid in contrast
to most other countries in the
EU, and Orban has vigorous-
ly opposed the bloc’s sanc-
tions on Moscow though has
ultimately always voted for
them.
The nationalist leader is
preparing for the European
Parliament election on June
6-9, and has cast his party as
a guarantor of peace in the
region. 
He has characterised the
United States and other EU
countries that urge greater
support for Ukraine as “pro-
war” and acting in prepara-
tion for a global conflict.
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Anighttime Russian attack
destroyed train tracks and

rolling stock in Ukraine’s north-
eastern Kharkiv region, officials
said Friday, and authorities
organised the evacuation of chil-
dren from the area that is being
pummelled by the Kremlin’s
forces in a powerful new offen-
sive. The overnight strike also
damaged buildings and freight
cars, according to Ukraine’s
national railway operator
Ukrzaliznytsia. No injuries were
reported. Authorities have evac-
uated more than 11,000 people
from the Kharkiv region since
Russia launched an offensive
there on May 10, regional Gov
Oleh Syniehubov said. Officials
on Friday announced the
mandatory evacuation over the
next 60 days of 123 orphans and
children living without their
parents in the area.
Russia’s Kharkiv push appears to
be a coordinated new offensive
that includes testing Ukrainian
defences in the Donetsk region
further south, while also launch-

ing incursions in the northern
Sumy and Chernihiv
regions.Ukraine’s problems have
been mounting in recent months
as it tries to hold out against its
much bigger foe, and the war
appears to be at a critical junc-
ture.

The new Russian offensive is
stretching thin Ukraine’s deplet-
ed ranks, exhausted by more
than two years of war. Destroying
the train network puts further
pressure on the already over-
stretched Ukrainian army.
Crucial Western aid for Kyiv,

especially air defence systems to
stop Russia’s targeted destruction
of the power grid, isn’t arriving
quickly enough. Also, most
Western donors won’t let
Ukraine use the sophisticated
long-range weapons they are
providing to strike targets on
Russian soil. That allows
Moscow to assemble virtually
unimpeded its troops for cross-
border assaults, as well as deploy
missile launchers to bombard
Ukraine. Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy said those
limitations made possible an
attack on the city of Kharkiv, the
region’s capital, on Thursday
that killed seven civilians and
wounded 21 others.Zelenskyy
said on social media that Ukraine
has “a shortage of air defence sys-
tems that are actually available in
the world” and a “lack of long-
range capabilities for our war-
riors and the complete inability
to destroy the very source of
Russian terror near our borders,
including the missile launchers
that actually hit Ukraine and the
lives of our people”.
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The IMF has said that “signif-
icant progress” has been

achieved during talks with
Pakistani officials towards
reaching a staff-level agreement
for an extended fund facility for
the cash-strapped country.
Pakistan has made a formal
request for a fresh bailout pack-
age between USD 6 and USD 8
billion under the EFF, with the
possibility of being augmented
through climate finance.
If successful, it would be the
24th International Monetary
Fund (IMF) bailout programme
for the country.
An IMF team led by Nathan
Porter, the IMF’s Mission Chief
to Pakistan, visited Islamabad
between May 13 and May 23
todiscuss the country’s plans for
a home-grown economic pro-

gramme that can be supported
under the IMF’s Extended Fund
Facility. The visit was undertak-
en on Islamabad’s request.
The global lender has empha-
sised that prioritising reforms to
revitalise the Pakistani economy
outweighs the size of the new
loan package being negotiated.
The mission and the authorities
will continue policy discus-
sions virtually over the coming
days aiming to finalise discus-
sions, including the financial
support needed to underpin the
authorities’ reform efforts from
the IMF and Pakistan’s bilater-
al and multilateral partners,”
Porter said in a statement.
Ahead of the discussions, the
IMF had warned that downside
risks for the Pakistani economy
remained exceptionally high.
The official said that building on
the economic stabilisation

achieved through the successful
completion of the 2023 Stand-
by Arrangement, the global
lender and the Pakistani author-
ities made “significant progress”
toward reaching a Staff Level
Agreement (SLA) on a compre-
hensive economic policy and
reform programme that can be
supported under an EFF. “The
authorities’ reform programme
aims to move Pakistan from
economic stabilisation to strong,
inclusive, and resilient growth.
To achieve this, the authorities
plan to continue to strengthen
public finances to reduce vul-
nerabilities by improving
domestic revenue mobilisation
through fairer taxation while
scaling up spending for human
capital, social protection, and
climate resilience; secure ener-
gy sector viability, including
reforms to reduce the high cost

of energy; continue progress
towards low and stable inflation
by appropriate monetary and
exchange rate policies; improve
public service provision through
state-owned enterprise (SOE)
restructuring and privatisation;
and promote private sector
development, by securing a
level-playing field for invest-
ment and stronger governance,”
the statement said.
Shortly after the statement’s
release, the Pakistan Stock
Exchange (PSX) gained 556.5
points to stand at 75,670.97
points at 9:41 am on Friday
from the previous close of
75,114.47. 
The Washington-based lender
opened discussions with
Pakistan on a new loan pro-
gramme after the cash-strapped
country last month completed
a short-term USD 3 billion

programme, which helped stave
off a sovereign debt default.
Ahead of the discussions, the
IMF had earlier this month
warned that downside risks for
the Pakistani economy
remained exceptionally high.
Pakistan narrowly averted
default last summer, and the
economy has stabilised after the
completion of the last IMF pro-
gramme, with inflation coming
down to around 17 per cent in
April from a record high of 38
per cent last May. 
The country is still dealing with
a high fiscal shortfall, and while
the external account deficit has
been controlled through import
control mechanisms, it has
come at the expense of stagnat-
ing growth, which is expected to
be around two per cent this year
compared to negative growth
last year.
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Meet AI Krish and AI Bhoomi, the
world’s first Government TV

channel Artificial Intelligence (AI)
anchors on Doordarshan Kisan. Powered
by artificial intelligence, these virtual
presenters are poised to redefine the way
farmers across India receive agricultural
information.  
Scheduled to debut on May 26, the same
day the channel was launched 15 years
ago, these anchors will provide crucial
updates on agricultural research, market
trends, weather forecasts, and
government schemes in fifty languages,
catering to viewers from Kashmir to
Tamil Nadu and Gujarat to Arunachal
Pradesh.
What will set these new presentators
apart will be their capability of tirelessly
delivering news 24/7 without fatigue as
they will provide crucial updates on
agricultural research, weather forecasts,
and government schemes in fifty
languages, catering to viewers from
Kashmir to Tamil Nadu and Gujarat to
Arunachal Pradesh.  
This unparalleled linguistic versatility
ensures that crucial agricultural
information reaches every corner of the
country, empowering farmers with

knowledge and insights to make
informed decisions.
With AI Krish and AI Bhoomi leading
the charge, DD Kisan is hoping to
pioneer a revolution in agricultural
communication, ushering in an era of
accessibility, efficiency, and inclusivity.
These AI anchors epitomize the channel’s
commitment to serving farmers and
advancing the agricultural sector in
India, said an official from the DD Kisan.
“The DD Kisan is committed to
promoting balanced farming, animal
husbandry, and plantation, thus fostering
a comprehensive approach to agriculture.

As it embarks on this new chapter with
AI anchors, DD Kisan continues its
journey towards uplifting and
empowering the agricultural sector,
contributing to the holistic development
of rural India,” the official added.
Commenting on DD Kisan’s initiative in
the AI sector, Dr. Subi Chaturvedi, global
AI expert and Chief Corporate Affairs
and Public Policy Officer at InMobi,
welcomed the move, which she said, is in
keeping with the Centre’s vision of
‘Digital India’. “This highlights the
transformative potential of AI,
emphasizing its capacity to revolutionize
every sector,” she said, stressing the
importance of understanding AI’s
applications and potential use cases. Dr
Chaturvedi also pointed out that with
changing times, AI is not merely an
option but an essential opportunity for
any country aspiring to become an
economic powerhouse. The AI in
Agriculture Market is projected to grow
from USD1.7 billion in 2023 to USD4.7
billion by 2028, highlighting the pivotal
role of advanced technologies in this
sector.
DD Kisan is the only TV channel in the
country, which has been established by
the central Government and dedicated to
the farmers.
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Tata Motors owned Jaguar
Land Rover will start

producing its Range Rover
and Range Rover Sport in
India, marking a first for the
iconic models in their 54-year
long history, to be rolled out
from a country outside of the
UK.
Till now the two models were
only produced in Jaguar Land
Rover’s Solihull plant in the
UK and then exported to
around 121 markets globally,
including India.
With enhanced localisation,
the Marquee British brand
aims to make the two
products better in terms of
pricing to cater to a larger set
of customers in India.
The price of two models is set
to come down in the range of
18-22 per cent with the local
production.
Tata Group Chairman N

Chandrasekaran lauded Tata
Sons Chairman Emeritus
Ratan Tata for bringing the
JLR brand to the Tata family
15 years ago.
“..The Range Rover will be
manufactured right here in
India is just a super feeling..Its
a very very special moment
and I feel proud..” he said.
He noted that the company
would see an increase in sales
in the country going ahead.
“We will sell more, I am very
confident that it’s going to be
a great journey from here,”
Chandrasekaran said.
And the manufacturing here
should really send a signal
and show the confidence that
the company has in this
market, he added.
In an interaction with PTI,
JLR India Managing Director
Rajan Amba said the local
production is a big step for
the company to make the two
models accessible to a wider
set of customers in the

country.
“For the first time in the
history of the company, the
Range Rover and Range
Rover Sport will also now be
produced in India...This is a
huge announcement for us as
these are our flagship cars and
have only been produced in
Solihull in their 54 years long
history,” Amba said.
He noted that the step is also
an indication of the kind of
market India is developing
when it comes to premium
products.
“This (local assembly) will
allow us to take the benefit of
the duty structure and to
bring the price down of the
two models by about 18 to 22
per cent,” Amba said.
The dip in prices will help in
making the models affordable
and enhance sales, he added.
JLR India reported an 81 per
cent increase in retail sales
last fiscal in India at 4,436
units.

Amba said the company has
calibrated expansion plans to
grow business in the country.
“Our intent is to double our
business in the next three
years. We will bring
innovative products, leverage
the Tata Group ecosystem and

bring in the latest innovative
products to the country,” he
said.
JLR also plans to introduce six
new battery electric vehicles
in India over the next four
years, Amba noted.
With local production, the

price of Range Rover Sport,
which would be available for
deliveries in August this year,
would come down to Rs 1.4
crore as compared with Rs 1.9
crore currently, Amba said.
Similarly, the price of Range
Rover which will be available

in the market from this
month-end, would cost Rs 2.6
crore for the Autobiography
version which is currently
tagged at around Rs 3.3 crore,
he added. “So the products
remain very premium but
more in a price range where
we can capture that aspiration
and desire to be affiliated to
the brand,” Amba said.
The local production would
also help over the next year to
bring down the waiting
period on the two SUVs, he
stated.
With the addition of the two
models, JLR India will now be
rolling out a total of six
models from the Pune-based
facility it shares with Tata
Motors.
JLR currently has an installed
production capacity of
around 10,000 units per
annum at the plant.
The company already
assembles Range Rover Velar,
Range Rover Evoque, Jaguar

F-PACE and Discovery Sport
in Pune.
JLR Chief Commercial
Officer Lennard Hoornik said
that over the last few years,
India has witnessed steady
and spectacular economic
growth and is poised to grow
consistently in the near future
as well.
This growth has resulted in
tremendous opportunities to
localise product offerings for
Indian customers, he stated.
Local manufacturing of the
Range Rover and Range
Rover Sport in India is the
next significant step towards
the brand consolidating its
position as the most desirable
modern luxury SUV family,
in the country, Hoornik said.
Range Rover MD Geraldine
Ingham said retail sales in
India have surged and the
local manufacturing of the
Range Rover will enable the
brand to respond to this
growing demand. 
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Global rating agencies on
Friday said windfall of Rs

2.1 lakh crore dividend from
the RBI is positive for the
country’s fiscal metrics and its
usage will provide a signal
around the new government’s
fiscal priorities.
The board of India’s central
bank earlier this week decided
to pay Rs 2.1 lakh crore
dividend to the government
from the profits earned in
2023-24. This is more than
double of Rs 1.02 lakh crore
that was budgeted by the
government.
Fitch Ratings Asia-Pacific
Sovereigns Director Jeremy
Zook said sustained deficit
reduction, particularly if
underpinned by durable
revenue-raising reforms, would
be positive for India’s rating
fundamentals over the
medium-term.
“The use of the dividend —
whether it is saved or used for
additional spending — could
provide a signal around the
government’s fiscal priorities,”
Zook told PTI in an email
response.
Fitch has a ‘BBB-’ rating on
India with a stable outlook. In
January, the rating agency had
affirmed India’s rating on
robust growth outlook, but had
said that weak public finances
continue to constraint the
rating.

Another rating agency Moody’s
Ratings said the fiscal impact of
much higher-than-expected
dividend transfer by the RBI
will be determined by what the
incoming government decides
to do with these additional
resources.
Moody’s Ratings Senior Vice
President Christian de
Guzman said on one hand, the
government could observe
expenditure restraint and
facilitate further progress
towards meeting its deficit
target. This would lower the
borrowing requirements that
could in turn free up liquidity
in the market for other
purposes.
He said the government could
also deploy these extra funds
towards new policies and
initiatives.
“The impact of much higher-
than-expected transfers from
the RBI will ultimately be
determined by what the
incoming government decides

to do with these additional
resources,” Guzman said in an
email response to the fiscal
impact of RBI dividend
transfer.
The general elections are
currently underway and a new
government would be formed
sometime next month. A full
budget for 2024-25 fiscal would
be tabled in July.
Fitch in its response further
said that while higher dividend
is supportive of near-term fiscal
performance, its one-off
nature, however, means the
medium-term impact of this
windfall on India’s
consolidation and debt path
will be limited.
The larger-than-expected RBI
dividend to the government is
likely positive for fiscal metrics,
helping to ensure that the fiscal
deficit target of 5.1 per cent of
GDP will be met and could be
utilized to lower the deficit
beyond the current target,
Zook said.

The interim budget presented
in Parliament earlier in the year
had set a fiscal deficit target of
5.1 per cent of the GDP for
2024-25, down from 5.8 per
cent in 2023-24.
As per the fiscal consolidation
roadmap, the deficit — the
difference between
government expenditure and
revenue — would be brought
down to 4.5 per cent by 2025-
26.
Another global rating agency
S&P Global Ratings on
Thursday said the additional
dividends from the RBI are
around 0.35 per cent of GDP
and India can get a ‘rating
support’ over time, if it utilises
the windfall dividend to reduce
fiscal deficit.
“The additional dividends
may not necessarily lead to a
full decrease of the deficit, due
to potential revenue shortfalls
in areas like divestment
receipts or additional
allocation to expenditures in
the final budget. If it does lead
to a full decrease of the deficit,
we believe it will lead to a
faster path of fiscal
consolidation that, in turn,
will provide rating support
over time,” S&P Global
Ratings Analyst YeeFarn Phua
had told PTI.
All three global rating agencies
— Fitch, S&P and Moody’s —
have the lowest investment
grade rating on India with a
stable outlook. 
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Zee Entertainment
Enterprises has sought a

termination fee of USD 90
million (around Rs 748.7
crore) from the Sony Group
for calling off the USD 10
billion merger deal in
January this year.
It has sought termination
fees from two Sony Group
entities — Sony Pictures
Networks India (SPNI), now
known as Culver Max
Entertainment, and Bangla
Entertainment (BEPL),
according to a regulatory
filing from Zee
Entertainment Enterprises
Ltd (ZEEL) on Thursday.
ZEEL has, on account of
Culver Max’s and BEPL’s
breaches under the Merger
Cooperation agreement
(MCA), terminated the MCA
by issuing a letter dated May
23, 2024.
The company has sought a

termination fee from Culver
Max and BEPL under the
provisions of the MCA, it
said.
“Culver Max and BEPL have
failed to comply with their
obligations under the MCA.
Therefore, the company has
terminated the MCA and
called upon Culver Max and
BEPL to pay the termination
fee i.E. The aggregate amount
equal to USD 90 million in
accordance with the MCA,” it
said.
Earlier on January 22, 2024,
Sony Group Corporation
(SGC) had said that ZEEL
did not satisfy the merger
conditions and initiated
arbitration proceedings
before the Singapore
International Arbitration
Centre (SIAC) claiming USD
90 million as termination fee.
This was contested by ZEEL
before the SIAC, which
denied any interim relief to
the Sony group against the

Indian broadcaster.
ZEEL had moved the
National Company Law
Tribunal seeking
implementation of the
proposed merger and later
withdrew its plea.
“We hereby wish to inform
you that the company has, on
account of Culver Max’s and
BEPL’s breaches under the
MCA, terminated the MCA
by issuing a letter dated May
23, 2024, and sought a
termination fee from Culver
Max and BEPL in accordance
with the provisions of the
MCA,” the filing said.
ZEEL and SPNI had entered
into an agreement to merge
on December 22, 2021.
On August 10, 2023 the
Mumbai bench of NCLT
approved the scheme of
merger of ZEEL with Sony
group entities Culver Max
Entertainment and BEPL,
which could have created a
USD 10 billion media entity.
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JLR to produce Range Rover, Range Rover Sport in India; prices set to fall up to 22 per cent

Windfall RBI dividend positive, usage to signal new
Government’s fiscal priorities: Ratings agencies
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India needs to impose a 2
per cent tax on net wealth

exceeding Rs 10 crore and a
33 per cent inheritance tax to
deal with the problem of
rising inequality in the
country, a new research paper
co-authored by economist
Thomas Piketty has
suggested.
The paper titled ‘Proposals
For a Wealth Tax Package to
Tackle Extreme Inequalities
in India’ propose a
comprehensive tax package
on the ultra-wealthy to tackle
the massive concentration at

the very top of the wealth
distribution and create
valuable fiscal space for
crucial social sector
investments.
“Raise phenomenally large
tax revenues while leaving
99.96 per cent of the adults
unaffected by the tax.
“In a baseline scenario, a 2 per
cent annual tax on net wealth
exceeding Rs 10 crore and a
33 per cent inheritance tax on
estates exceeding Rs 10 crore
in valuation would generate a
massive 2.73 per cent of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) in
revenues,” the paper
suggested.

The paper said that the
taxation proposal needs to be
accompanied by explicit
redistributive policies to
support the poor, lower
castes, and middle classes.
“For example, the baseline
scenario would allow nearly
doubling the current public
spending on education, which
has stagnated at 2.9 per cent
of GDP over the past 15 years,
well below -- less than half --
the 6 per cent target set by the
government’s own National
Education Policy 2020 (NEP
2020),” it said.
The paper noted that the
taxation proposal needs to be

extensively debated, with a
consensus on specific details
of the design emerging from a
broader democratic debate on
tax justice and wealth
redistribution in India.
The paper has been authored
by Thomas Piketty (Paris
School of Economics and
World Inequality Lab), Lucas
Chancel (Harvard Kennedy
School and World Inequality
Lab) and Nitin Kumar Bharti
(New York University and
World Inequality Lab).
According to the paper,
debates on income and wealth
inequality in India have
gained significant

momentum in recent weeks,
partly following the release of
our study ‘Income and Wealth
Inequality in India, 1922-
2023: The Rise of the
Billionaire Raj’, which
revealed that economic
disparities in India have
reached historical highs.
These extreme inequalities
and their close link with
social injustice can no longer
be ignored, it said.
The authors in their working
paper released on March 20
had said inequality in India
has skyrocketed since the
early 2000s, with the income
and wealth share of the top 1

per cent population rising to
22.6 per cent and 40.1 per
cent, respectively, in 2022-23.
“Between 2014-15 and 2022-
23, the rise of top-end
inequality has been
particularly pronounced in
terms of wealth
concentration.
“By 2022-23, top 1 per cent
income and wealth shares
(22.6 per cent and 40.1 per
cent) are at their highest
historical levels and India’s
top 1 per cent income share is
among the very highest in the
world, higher than even South
Africa, Brazil, and the US,”
the paper had said. 
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Equity benchmark indices
Sensex and Nifty closed

marginally lower on Friday as
investors booked profit in
FMCG, IT and healthcare
stocks after the BSE Sensex and
Nifty hit fresh lifetime highs in
intra-day deals. The 30-share
BSE Sensex dipped 7.65 points
or 0.01 per cent to settle at
75,410.39. During the day, it
rallied 218.46 points or 0.28 per
cent to hit its all-time intra-day
high of 75,636.50. 
The NSE Nifty breached the
23,000 mark for the first time in
early trade.
During the day, the benchmark

climbed 58.75 points or 0.25
per cent to hit its lifetime peak
of 23,026.40. However, it pared
all the gains and ended with a
marginal decline of 10.55
points or 0.05 per cent at
22,957.10. Markets were on a

record-breaking rally for the
second straight day ahead of
the results of Lok Sabha polls.
The results of the ongoing
general elections will be
declared on June 4.
From the Sensex firms, Tech
Mahindra, Asian Paints, Tata
Consultancy Services,
Mahindra & Mahindra, Titan,
JSW Steel and ITC were among
the major laggards.
On the other hand, HDFC
Bank, Bharti Airtel, Larsen &
Toubro, NTPC, Axis Bank and
UltraTech Cement were the
major gainers.
Foreign Institutional Investors
(FIIs) turned buyers on
Thursday after days of

offloading equities. They
bought equities worth Rs
4,670.95 crore on Thursday,
according to exchange data.
In Asian markets, Seoul, Tokyo,
Shanghai and Hong Kong
settled lower. European
markets were trading with cuts.
Wall Street ended in negative
territory on Thursday.
Global oil benchmark Brent
crude declined 0.73 per cent to
USD 80.77 a barrel.
With nearly a fortnight left for
the results of Lok Sabha polls,
benchmark stock indices
Sensex and Nifty zoomed more
than 1.6 per cent to close at
lifetime high levels on
Thursday. 

Markets end lower after scaling record peaks
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Even as overall job
opportunities in the IT

sector declined by 3.6 per cent
nationwide, openings gained
traction in technology hubs
Bengaluru and Hyderabad
that saw a growth of 24 per
cent and 41.5 per cent,
respectively, during April, a
report said on Friday.
According to data from
Indeed, job postings in the IT
sector have increased by 41.5
per cent in Hyderabad and 24
per cent in Bengaluru,
highlighting the growing
prominence of these cities as

top destinations for IT
professionals.
There has also been a
significant growth in job
clicks, with a 161 per cent rise
in job seeker interest in
Hyderabad and an 80 per cent
increase in Bengaluru, the
report added.
Overall, there has been a
decrease in IT job
opportunities nationally, with
job postings declining by 3.6
per cent, indicating that tech
companies are being cautious
in hiring due to the uncertain
global economic climate, said
the report.
The report is based on data

related to job postings and job
clicks on Indeed’s platform in
April compared to that of the
corresponding month in
2023.
The report further revealed
that the rise in top five job
postings are for skills in
analysis, agile, APIs,
javascript and SQL.
“Software and IT positions
seem to be highly sought
after, not just by those
currently working in the field
but also by individuals
looking for new career
opportunities. Despite the
layoffs, the appeal of IT jobs
has risen. 
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Homegrown mobile phone
maker Lava International

has restructured the
company’s board in which it
has excluded former
chairman and managing
director Hari Om Rai,
according to a company
statement.
Rai resigned from his position
in February and does not hold
any directorial position in the
company. He is under judicial
custody in an alleged money
laundering case filed by the
Enforcement Directorate.

New Delhi: NHPC has been
conferred with the prestigious
‘The Economic Times HR
World Future Ready
Organisation Award 2024-25’.
The Award was received by
Uttam Lal, Director
(Personnel), NHPC along with
Lucas Guria, Executive
Director (HR) and a team of
NHPC officers at a glittering
Awards Ceremony held in
Mumbai on 23rd May 2024.

PNS

NHPC bags awards
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NTPC proudly hosted the
National Finales of the

Power Quiz 2024 and Medha
Pratiyogita 2024 at the Power
Management Institute (PMI),
Noida, celebrating a
remarkable journey of
learning, knowledge sharing,
and healthy competition
among employees and their
families.
A total of 1820 teams
participated in these events,
with 570 teams competing in
the Power Quiz 2024 and
1250 teams competing in
Medha Pratiyogita 2024. 
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Amaravati: VIT-AP University
celebrated its 7th University
Day with grandeur and
enthusiasm. The event was
graced by guests, including the
Chief Guest, Justice CT Ravi
Kumar, Judge of the Supreme
Court of India, and the Guest
of Honour Amit Chaudhry,
Director of Data Platforms at
Microsoft, Bangalore. PNS
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Forward Parthib Gogoi
and defender
Muhammad Hammad

were left out due to injuries as
India announced a 27-member
squad for the World Cup
qualifying match against
Kuwait on June 6 which would
mark the end of long-serving
captain and ace striker Sunil
Chhetri’s international career.
The squad for the game to be
held in Kolkata was
announced by head coach Igor
Stimac.
A total of 32 players had been
camping in Bhubaneswar, out
of which five — Phurba
Lachenpa, Parthib, Imran
Khan, Hammad and Jithin MS
— have been released from the
camp.
“All of them were very
professional and hard-
working. The competition is
really strong amongst them,
especially in the positions of
Jithin and Parthib,” Stimac said
in a media release.
“Parthib and Hammad
suffered minor injuries a few
days back and will need 7-14
days of rest,” he added without
specifying the nature of
injuries.
The remaining players will

continue to train in
Bhubaneswar until May 29
when they will travel to
Kolkata.
The Blue Tigers will face
Kuwait at the Vivekananda
Yuba Bharati Krirangan on

June 6.
Following the match against
Kuwait, India will travel to take
on Qatar on June 11 in their
last two matches of Group A.
India are currently placed
second in the group, with four

points from four matches.
The top two teams in the group
will qualify for Round 3 of the
FIFA World Cup Qualifiers
and book their berth at the
AFC Asian Cup Saudi Arabia
2027.

Chhetri, 39, announced his
decision to retire from
international football on May
17.
The match against Kuwait will
bring the curtains down on a
glittering 19-year career during

which he became India’s top
goal-scorer with 94 strikes.
He will leave the scene as
India’s most-capped player
after competing in 151
matches at the end of his
swansong contest.
Chhetri will bow out third in
the list of goal scorers among
active players behind Cristiano
Ronaldo and Lionel Messi.
He currently sits fourth in the
all-time list of international
goal-scorers.

THE SQUAD:
Goalkeepers: Gurpreet Singh
Sandhu, Amrinder Singh,
Vishal Kaith.
Defenders: Amey Ranawade,
Anwar Ali, Jay Gupta,
Lalchungnunga, Mehtab
Singh, Narender, Nikhil
Poojary, Rahul Bheke,
Subhasish Bose.
Midfielders: Anirudh Thapa,
Brandon Fernandes, Edmund
Lalrindika, Jeakson Singh
Thounaojam, Lallianzuala
Chhangte, Liston Colaco,
Mahesh Singh Naorem,
Nandhakumar Sekar, Sahal
Abdul Samad, Suresh Singh
Wangjam.
Forwards: David
Lalhlansanga, Manvir Singh,
Rahim Ali, Sunil Chhetri,
Vikram Partap Singh.
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Defensive lapses cost the
Indian men’s hockey

team as it went down 1-4 to
hosts and world no.3 Belgium
in the European leg of the
FIH Pro League here. 
The Harmanpreet Singh-led
side had defeated Argentina
5-4 in shootout after both the
teams were locked at 2-2 at
the end of regulation time in
the opening match here on
Wednesday. 
After a barren first quarter,
Belgium took the lead in the
22nd minute through a field
goal by skipper Felix Denayer. 
Four minutes after half-time,
the home side doubled its lead
through a penalty corner
conversion by Alexander
Hendrickx. 
The Indian defence was
relentlessly caught off guard
by the brisk passing and
skillful play of the Belgians as
they extended their lead in
the 49th minute through
another fine field goal by
Cedric Charlier.
Young striker Abhishek
pulled one back for India
from a field effort but
Belgium looked too strong as
they sealed the affair in the
final minute of the game
when Hendrickx sounded
the board from a penalty
stroke. 
The Indian defence looked in
disarray from the word go as
they failed to counter
Belgium’s relentless attacks
with veteran custodian PR
Sreejesh cutting a lonely
figure at the back.
India too had their chances
and secured their first penalty
corner in the 18th minute but
skipper Harmanpreet’s flick
was saved by Belgium

goalkeeper Loick van Doren. 
Two minutes later, India
secured back-to-back penalty
corners but an off-colour
Harmanpreet failed to utilise
the chances. 
Belgium eventually took the
lead in the 22nd minute when
captain Denayer guided the
ball into the goal after
Sreejesh blocked the first shot
from Florent van Aubel. 
Belgium doubled their lead
four minutes into the third
quarter from a blistering
counter-attack from Tanguy
Cosyns, Denayer and Nicolas
de Kerpel to eventually win a
penalty corner, which was
converted by Hendrickx
through Sreejesh’s feet. 
Charlier made it 3-0 in favour
of Belgium in the 49th minute
after receiving a long cross-
field pass from Denayer,
finding the bottom-right
corner of Sreejesh’s goal.
India drew one back five
minutes from the final hooter
with a superb reverse hit
strike from Abhishek to beat
Van Doren . 
It was not to be India’s day as
they conceded a penalty
stroke just before the hooter
for not being 5m away when a
Belgian player was receiving
the ball inside the circle, and
Hendrickx stepped up to seal
the deal. India skipper
Harmanpreet was
understandably disappointed
with the performance. 
“We did some good things,
but the finishing wasn’t there.
Defensively we need to
improve, man-to-man
marking needs to get better.
Excited to play them again on
Saturday, looking forward to
improve game-by-game,” he
said after the match on
Thursday night.
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If this is, as expected, Rafael
Nadal’s final French Open, it

will be one that everyone —
the 37-year-old Spaniard
included — surely will
remember vividly.
No matter how healthy the guy
everyone calls “Rafa” might be.
No matter how long his stay in
Paris lasts. No matter whether
he somehow adds another
championship at Roland
Garros to the record 14 he
owns.
Narrator: Not even Nadal truly
believes that is possible.
Indeed, it wasn’t even certain
that he would be in the field
until his name was placed in
the bracket on Thursday - and
he was drawn to face No. 4
seed Alexander Zverev -
although Nadal has been
practicing all week on site.
“I am not negative,” he
explained. “I am just realistic.”
Think back just a couple of
years ago to Serena Williams’
farewell at the U.S. Open.
That’s the sort of atmosphere
and adoration likely to be on
display whenever Nadal swings
a racket or simply strolls
around the compact-for-a-
Grand-Slam-grounds in the
southwest section of the

French capital where the clay-
court tournament begins
Sunday. “I cannot predict what
kind of emotions I am going to
have there,” said Nadal, who
has been saying for a while that
he thinks 2024 will be his final
season before retirement. “I
just want to enjoy every day.”
That’s been difficult lately
because of hip and abdominal
muscle injuries that limited
him to 20 matches, and a 9-11
record, over the past 20
months.
Nadal missed nearly all of 2023
after hurting his hip during a
loss at the Australian Open
that January. He had surgery
almost exactly a year ago and
sat out the French Open for the
first time since making his
debut there in 2005, when,
naturally, he claimed the
trophy at age 19.
A torn hip muscle this January
forced Nadal to miss the
Australian Open; an ab
problem sidelined him later.
He returned in April, but in
three places he’s won a total of

27 titles — Barcelona, Madrid,
Rome — Nadal made it no
further than the fourth round
anywhere and called himself
“unpredictable.”
That stretch was capped by a 6-
1, 6-3 loss to Hubert Hurkacz
at the Italian Open, a result so
dispiriting that Nadal
wondered aloud whether he
should bother showing up at
Roland Garros, although did
say he was reluctant to skip
“the most important event of
my tennis career.”
The 22-time major champion

is not able to run at full speed
or compete with full force. He
does not have the match-
readiness required to succeed.
“For him to feel like he’s going
in with his C’ game - not B’
game; C’ game - and maybe
fearing almost that he could
lose first or second round?”
said Chris Evert, who won
seven of her 18 Grand Slam
titles in Paris. “He’s been such a
perfectionist on that surface,
why would he want to expose
himself at that level?”
No man has won even half as

many French Opens as Nadal.
His winning percentage there
is .974. He had streaks of five
championships in a row, four
in a row and three in a row.
This says it all: There’s already a
statue of him near the main
stadium.
“It’s really a paramount
challenge to play him in
Roland Garros,” said Novak
Djokovic, whose 24 major
trophies make him the only
man with more than Nadal.
“He’s an incredible athlete. The
tenacity and intensity he brings
on the court, particularly there,
is something that was very
rarely seen, I think, in the
history of this sport.”
Djokovic - who formed, with
Nadal and the now-retired
Roger Federer, the so-called
Big Three - and Iga Swiatek are
the defending champions in
France and both are ranked
No. 1. Carlos Alcaraz and
Jannik Sinner are the emerging
stars of men’s tennis; Aryna
Sabalenka and Coco Gauff
have that status in the women’s

game.
But all eyes — of spectators
and of other athletes — will be
on Nadal for however long he
stays in the field.
“He’s probably the only player
that when I practice on the
court next to him, I would
literally zone out of my practice
to watch him,” said Gauff, the
20-year-old American who
won last year’s U.S. Open. “The
way he carries himself is just
great. His legacy is going to be
something that is almost
unmatched when it comes to
just the intensity in which he
approaches everything. That’s
something that the players will
miss and the fans will miss.”
So this represents a chance to
say “Merci” and “Au revoir.”
No one — maybe not even
Nadal himself - knows how
many more times he will play,
whether at Roland Garros,
which also is set to host tennis
at the Summer Olympics (he
already owns singles and
doubles golds), or anywhere
else.
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Jyothi Surekha Vennam and
Priyansh advanced to the

compound mixed team final,
confirming India’s second
medal, while Deepika Kumari
brightened the country’s
gloomy recurve campaign,
reaching to her second
successive Archery World Cup
semifinals after her comeback
in the Stage 2 of the event, here
on Friday.
The compound women’s team
of Jyothi, Parneet Kaur and
Aditi Swami had assured
India’s first medal by making
the final on Wednesday.
Young compound archer
Prathamesh Fuge is also eyeing
a medal as he advanced to the
semifinal in the individual
category.
The Indian compound mixed
team, No. 2 in world rankings,
dropped just two points from
16 arrows to eliminate the host
country’s duo of Han
Seungyeon and Yang Jaewon
158-157 in a tight semi-final.
Jyothi and Priyansh will face
USA’s Olivia Dean and Sawyer
Sullivan in the gold medal
match on Saturday in a clash of
the top-two world ranked
nations. The fourth-seeded
Indian duo earlier ousted
Vietnam 159-152 in the first
round of 16, missing the target
only once from 16 arrows.
India then thwarted some
strong resistance from
formidable Mexico, seeded
fifth, to win 156-155 in an
intense quarterfinal.
Former world number one
Deepika, who is making a
return to the International
cicruit after embracing
motherhood in Decemeber
2022, secured four back-to-
back wins to enter the last-four
stage and remained the only

Indian recurve archer in the
medal hunt. 
Deepika will face home
favourite and world No. 2 Lim
Sihyeon in Sunday’s semi-final,
four weeks after the rising
South Korean 20-year-old won
the Shanghai Stage 1 gold by in
a ruthless straight set victory.
Starting at fourth in the
qualifications, Deepika
overcame early jitters when she
pipped Slovenian teenager
Tinkara Kardinar in the shoot-
off after 1-3 down in a
dramatic first round clash.
Deepika started out shooting
twice in the red ring (8-8) to
total 26 and lost the first set by
two points. She drew level in
the second set, shooting 27,
and came on her own in the
third where she dropped just a
point to win the set 29-25.
Deepika won the fourth set 28-
24 as pressure began to mount
on the 18-year-old opponent.
But there was more drama as
Tinkara won the fifth set 28-27
to force a shoot-off that the
Indian won 9-8.
Deepika then went on defeat
Loc Thi Dao of Vietnam (6-2),
Lisa Barbelin of France (6-0),
Elif Berra Gokkir of Turkey (6-

4) in her journey to the
semifinal.
In other recurve women’s
individual matches, Bhajan
Kaur lost in the first round,
while Ankita Bhakat could not
cross the second round hurdle.
In the men’s individual recurve
section, veteran Tarundeep Rai
and Mrinal Chauhan suffered
first round exits, while Dhiraj
Bommadevara and Pravin
Jadhav fell short in the second
round. The recurve mixed
team of Deepika and
Tarundeep Rai, who have more
than 34 years of combined
international experience
between them, also returned
empty-handed after going
down in the quarterfinals.
Having qualified as second
seed, the pair lost to 10th seeds
Spain 2-6 (33-37, 36-38, 39-34,
34-36) following a miserable
start. The Indians shot in the
red-ring twice (7 and 8) to
drop seven points in the first
set and went on to lose the
second set too.
From 0-4 down, they won the
third but they continued their
inconsistent run as the
Spaniards sealed the match in
the fourth set.
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India’s top-ranked singles
player Sumit Nagal was

handed a tough opening round
at the French Open as he is set
to face world number 18 Karen
Khachanov of Russia here on
Sunday.
World No. 94 Nagal earned a
direct entry into the main draw
of the Grand Slam after his
consistent performances on
the tour. He became the first
Indian male player to qualify
for the French Open main
draw since Prajnesh
Gunneswaran in 2019.
Nagal, though, has not been in
the best of form leading up to
the clay Grand Slam. He lost to
Holger Rune in the third round
of the Monte Carlo Masters,
before missing the Madrid and
Rome Masters. 
The 26-year-old then made
first round exits from the
Bordeaux Challenger and
Geneva Open earlier this
month.
On the other hand, Khachanov
who has been seeded 18th, had
reached the quarterfinals last
year. He won the Qatar Open
250 in February and enjoys an
impressive 21-7 record this
season.
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Double Olympic medallist P V Sindhu
took a giant stride towards securing a

title at the Malaysia Masters after
progressing to the semifinals with a hard-
fought win over top seed Han Yue of
China here on Friday.
World No. 15 Sindhu recovered from a
mid-game slump to outwit Han, ranked
sixth, 21-13 14-21 21-12 in a 55-minute
quarterfinal battle to avenge her loss to the
Chinese in their last meeting at the Asia
badminton Championships in Ningbo last
month.
Sindhu, a former world champion, will
now square off against either Indonesia’s
Putri Kusuma Wardani or Thailand’s
Busanan Ongbamrungphan in the last

four stage.
In other results, Ashmita Chaliha’s fine
run ended in the quarterfinals with a 10-
21 15-21 loss to sixth seed Zhang Yi Man
of China.
Sindhu, who last won the Singapore Open

in 2022, gave a good account of herself
during the 55-minute match as she broke
off from 3-3 in the opening game to take a
11-5 cushion at the break.
The Chinese slowly made her way to 13-16
but Sindhu reeled off the remaining five
straight points to take the opening game.
Stung by the reversal, Han zoomed to a 5-
0 lead after the change of sides. She
continued to dominate the proceedings as
Sindhu struggled. The result was she
jumped to a massive 15-2 advantage and
despite some fightback from the Indian,
Han comfortably took the match to the
decider.
Sindhu gathered her wits in the third game
to open up a massive 11-3 lead at the
break, which proved decisive as Han just
couldn’t bridge the gap.
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Record-breaking 48-year-
old gymnast Oksana

Chusovitina says an injury has
ended her attempt to qualify
for what would have been her
ninth Olympics.
Chusovitina said in a statement
on Instagram that she had
been injured while practicing
her floor exercise ahead of the
Asian championships in her
home country of Uzbekistan.
That was Chusovitina’s last
opportunity to qualify for the
upcoming Paris Olympics.
“I will not be able to take part
and I am very upset as I have
been preparing for this
competition for a long time,”
Chusovitina said in the
statement Thursday. The
competition was starting

Friday, and Chusovitina said
she would be there to support
the rest of the Uzbekistan
team.
Chusovitina’s long career is all
the more striking in
gymnastics, a sport where
medalists are often in their
teens and elite-level careers
rarely last long. She has
previously competed alongside

gymnasts a third of her age.
Chusovitina won an Olympic
gold medal in 1992 with the
Unified Team of athletes from
post-Soviet nations and a silver
in the vault in 2008
representing Germany, where
she lived at the time.
Chusovitina is one of the last
remaining active athletes in
any sport to have represented

the Soviet Union, for which she
won world championship gold
in 1991 at the age of 16. 
Only one female Olympian has
competed at the Games more
times that Chusovitina.
Georgian shooter Nino
Salukvadze marked her ninth
Olympic appearance in Tokyo
in 2021 and has qualified for
this year’s Games in Paris.
Chusovitina has repeatedly
retired and un-retired over the
decades and made no
statement on her future
following her latest injury. She
has previously left open the
possibility she might carry on
competing even if she misses
the Paris Olympics.
“If next year I can’t qualify,”
Chusovitina said in September
at the Asian Games, “maybe I
will give up my career.

INDIA SQUAD FOR FIFA WC QUALIFIER AGAINST
KUWAIT: GOGOI, HAMMAD MISS OUT DUE TO INJURIES
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Nagal drawn against
world number 18
Khachanov in French
Open 1st round
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Premier India batter Virat
Kohli has paid tribute to
Dinesh Karthik after his

retirement at the end of RCB’s
IPL campaign, describing the
veteran wicketkeeper-batter as
a wise and honest person who
lifted his spirits during a phase
of struggle in the league’s 2022
season.
The 38-year-old, who joined
Royal Challengers Bengaluru
from Kolkata Knight Riders in
2022 for his second stint after
2015, played his last IPL match
on Wednesday when RCB
were eliminated by Rajasthan
Royals in the playoffs.
“Off the field, I have had some
really nice and interesting
conversations with him. He is a
wise man, and has great
knowledge about a lot of
things, not just cricket,” Kohli
said in a special tribute video
posted by RCB.
The little over 11-minute video
features tributes from Karthik’s
wife, Dipika Pallikal Karthik;
his personal mentor, Abhishek

Nayar; RCB assistant coach,
Malolan Rangarajan; and
fitness coach, Shanker Basu.
Kohli recalled the 2022 season
when he averaged just 22.73
scoring 341 runs from 16
matches as they missed the
final bus losing to Rajasthan
Royals in the second qualifier.
“I have thoroughly enjoyed my
conversations with him. Even
in that phase in 2022 when I
did not have a great IPL
season, I was really struggling
for confidence,” he recalled.
“He sat me down a couple of
times and just gave me a very
honest explanation of how he
saw things and maybe I am not
able to see them myself,” Kohli
added.
A veteran campaigner in the
IPL, Karthik has been involved
in all the editions of the league
since the inaugural 2008
season and has represented six
franchises, including leading
KKR to the playoffs in 2018.
He ended with 4,842 runs in
257 matches with 22 fifties.
“I just like his honesty, his
courage to go and speak to

anyone about things that he
really feels about. And that, I
think, is the most special thing
for me when it comes to
Dinesh. “And that’s something
that I’ve always cherished
about him. And that’s why we
get along really, really well.”
‘A CORRECT PLAYER’:
Kohli also hailed Karthik as a
technically “correct” and
versatile batter.
“I always looked at Dinesh and
felt like he was such a correct
player technically that he could
adapt to any kind of role that’s
been given to him, and I
remember watching him in the
2013 season where he got 600
runs or something and he
batted brilliantly at three.
“I saw him play shots which
were like ‘wow’. I think he’s
done brilliantly to switch and
become a renowned finisher.
“...I wish him all the very best
for all his future endeavours
moving forward.” Kohli hoped
that Karthik would stay
connected to the RCB
franchise in some capacity.
“...Because his expertise when

it comes to cricket is priceless. I
think he’s of great value to this
franchise,” he said.
‘HYPERACTIVE, CON-
FUSED PERSON’: Recalling
his first meeting with Karthik
during India’s tour of South
Africa in 2009, Kohli said at
first, he found him to be a
hyperactive and confused
person moving all over the
place.
“The first time I met him, I
remember we were playing in
South Africa if I am not wrong
in the Champions Trophy
2009. It was the first time I
shared the change room with
Dinesh, and I found him to be
very amusing, very... I would
say hyperactive, confused
person. “Most of the time, he
was moving all over the place,
never stopping. That was my
first impression of Dinesh.
“He is an outstanding talent,
brilliant batter to watch and
my first impression and the
present-day impression are not
far — just that he has become
wiser and calmed down a lot,”
Kohli added.

DK BOOSTED ME WHEN I STRUGGLED IN IPL 2022: KOHLI
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Former India batter
Mohammad Kaif feels

there is no reason why
Mahendra Singh Dhoni
should not play the next
season of the IPL, given his
form, fitness and ability to play
big shots with ease.
Speculation has been rife that
Dhoni, who has led CSK to
five IPL titles, could have
played his last IPL season.
The former CSK skipper, who
had undergone surgery to treat
a knee injury issue last year,
scored 161 runs in 73 balls at a
strike rate of 220.55 this
season. He was also good
behind the stumps.
Kaif thinks Dhoni has enough
left in the tank to keep playing.
“Personally, I don’t think he’s
done, he could not win the
game (last league match
against RCB). In the last over
after hitting a six, he got out.
You could make out seeing his

body language that he seemed
very disappointed not winning
the game for CSK,” Kaif, a
cricket expert with Star Sports,
told PTI Videos.
“Why he should not come
back? He is fit, he is scoring
runs and hitting sixes, and
there’s no reason to stop
playing... It’s up to him, we
can’t say with Dhoni what’s his
plan,” added Kaif, regarded as
one of India’s greatest fielders.

The 43-year-old also said that
Kolkata Knight Riders skipper
Shreyas Iyer had been a
revelation with his calm
demeanour, and attributed the
team’s success this year to his
leadership qualities.
Two-time IPL champions
KKR entered their fourth final
with a thumping eight-wicket
win over Sunrisers Hyderabad
in Qualifier 1. They had also
topped the league stage with

20 points.
“He (Iyer) missed the whole
IPL last year and KKR
probably missed his captaincy
in 2023. The way he is
changing the bowlers, and
picking his playing XI, he
looks very calm under
pressure.
“In a tournament like the IPL,
you have to be very composed,
you have to know what’s
happening in the game and
Iyer has come a long way. He
has become a much better
captain now,” opined Kaif.
Experts are also attributing
KKR’s success this season to
Gautam Gambhir returning to
the side as the team mentor
but Kaif said the team’s superb
run had got a lot to do with
how Iyer marshals his boys on
the field.
“We always talk about
(Gautam) Gambhir, but he
can’t enter the field... In the
rope with the players. Iyer has
been there with the players

and it will help him grow as a
person and player.
“He missed out on the (T20)
World Cup this year
(beginning in the US and West
Indies next month), but
certainly it’s great learning for
him, captaining the team,
leading it to the finals. He has
a great future ahead,” said Kaif.
Kaif said KKR were the
overwhelming favourites to lift
the IPL trophy this season
given that they have quality
bowlers and a balanced side,
the two ingredients required to
win.
“I think KKR is a very well-
balanced side. Tournament-
winning team has to have
good bowlers, KKR has got the
bowlers. You saw how
(Mitchell) Starc bowled
against (SRH in Qualifier 1),
it’s a balanced side. KKR has
got all bases covered in terms
of batting and bowling. They
are the team to beat in IPL,
they are way ahead.”
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BCCI secretary Jay Shah on
Friday rejected claims that

the Board has approached any
former Australian cricketer to
be India’s next head coach and
hinted that Rahul Dravid’s
successor could be an Indian
by saying that he should have a
“deep understanding” of the
game’s structure in the
country.
While Dravid has reportedly
told the board that he is not
interested in a third stint,
former Australian players like
Ricky Ponting and Justin
Langer have claimed that they
have turned down approaches
for the high-profile position.
“Neither I nor the BCCI have
approached any former
Australian cricketer with a
coaching offer. The reports
circulating in certain media
sections are completely
incorrect,” Shah said in a
statement.
Both Ponting and Langer are
involved in the Indian Premier
League as the head coaches of
Delhi Capitals and Lucknow
Super Giants respectively.
World Cup-winning former
batting star Gautam Gambhir,
who is currently mentoring
Kolkata Knight Riders, is
speculated to be among the
top contenders for the post
right now.
“Finding the right coach for
our national team is a
meticulous and thorough
process. We are focused on
identifying individuals who
possess a deep understanding
of the Indian cricket structure
and have risen through the
ranks,” Shah said.
The BCCI secretary also said
that having in-depth
knowledge of Indian domestic
cricket will be one of the
important criteria for
appointing the next coach. He
said the understanding would
be crucial to “truly elevate
Team India to the next level.”
Ponting had claimed on

Thursday that he was
approached to take over the
role but said that he declined
as it did not fit with his
“lifestyle” right now.
Ponting told ICC review, “I’ve
seen a lot of reports about it.
Normally these things pop up
on social media before you
even know about them, but
there were a few little one-on-
one conversations during the
IPL, just to get a level of
interest from me as to whether
I would do it.”
“I’d love to be a senior coach of
a national team, but with the
other things that I have in my
life and wanting to have a bit
of time at home…everyone
knows if you take a job
working with the Indian team
you can’t be involved in an IPL
team, so it would take that out
of it as well,” he said.
Taking up the job of coaching
India also implies spending
10-11 months away from
home but Ponting said his
family seemed ready for it.
“...I had a whisper to my son
about it, and I said, ‘Dad’s been
offered the Indian coaching
job’ and he said, ‘Just take it,
dad, we would love to move
over there for the next couple
of years’” he said.
“That’s how much they love
being over there and the
culture of cricket in India, but
right now it probably doesn’t
exactly fit into my lifestyle,”
Ponting said.
Meanwhile, Langer, who had
remained noncommittal
about applying for India
coaching role after IPL clash
between LSG and Mumbai
Indians, said he would “never
say never” but at the same
time revealed receiving crucial
advice from Lucknow skipper
KL Rahul. 
Langer told BBS Stumped
Podcast, “It would be an
amazing job. I also know that
it’s an all-encompassing role,
and having done it for four
years with the Australian
team, honestly, it’s exhausting.

And that’s the Australian job.”
“You never say never. And the
pressure of doing it in India…
I was talking to KL Rahul and
he said, ‘You know, if you
think there’s pressure and
politics in an IPL team,
multiply that by a thousand,
(that is) coaching India. That
was a good bit of advice, I
guess,” Langer said.
“It would be an awesome job,
but not for me at the moment,”
he added.
Former England and current
Royal Challengers Bengaluru
head coach Andy Flower had
also ruled himself out of the
race saying he is happy being
involved in franchise cricket
for now.
Chennai Super Kings chief
executive Kasi Viswanathan
has done the same for Stephen
Fleming claiming the former
New Zealand captain won’t be
keen on taking a job which
requires him to work ‘nine-ten
months a year’.
Shah described the position of
India’s head coach as the most
prestigious job in
international cricket, saying it
demands high level of
professionalism given the kind
of support the national side
enjoys.
“When we talk about
international cricket, no role is
more prestigious than that of
the Head Coach of the Indian
Cricket Team. Team India
commands the largest fan base
globally, enjoying support that
is truly unrivalled,” he said.
“Our rich history, passion for
the game make this one of the
most lucrative jobs in the
world. The role demands a
high level of professionalism
as one gets to nurture some of
the best cricketers in the world
and an assembly line of
talented cricketers to follow.
“Catering to the aspirations of
a billion fans is a huge honour
and the BCCI will pick the
right candidate, capable of
propelling Indian cricket
forward,” Shah added.
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Indian men’s hockey team
will hope to iron out the

flaws ahead of the Paris
Olympics, while the women’s
team under new skipper
Salima Tete will look to
overcome the disappointment
of not qualifying for the
Summer Games, when the
gruelling European leg of the
FIH Pro League commences
here with matches against
Argentina on Wednesday.
The men’s team under drag-
flicker Harmanpreet Singh is
coming into the tournament
following a 0-5 Test series
whitewash at the hands of
Australia and would look to
make the most of the
opportunity in Europe to get
back to winning ways ahead of
the Paris Games.
“Undoubtedly, we are focused
on the Olympics but we also
need to give our best to finish
as champions (in Pro League)
and secure direct qualification
for the 2026 Hockey World
Cup as well,” said
Harmanpreet, whose team is
currently placed third with 15
points from eight Pro League
games.
Netherlands are leading the
charts with 26 points (12
matches), while Australia are
on 20 points (8 matches).
“To achieve both these targets
(doing well ahead of Olympics
and secure direct qualification
for 2026 World Cup), we will
strive to give our all on the
pitch and win all our matches,”
the skipper added.
Besides Argentina, the Indian
men’s team will also test their

Olympic preparations against
Belgium, Germany and Great
Britain. The Indian women,
currently placed sixth on the
Pro League table, have a
chance to climb up the table
when they take on world No.7
Argentina on Wednesday.
The world No.6 side has
earned eight points from an
equal number of games in the
Pro League home leg,
registering victories against the
United States and Australia.
Newly-appointed captain
Salima said the friendlies
against South Africa in India
earlier this month had helped
her team prepare for the
European leg of the Pro
League.
“We played practice matches
against South Africa (in India)
to prepare for these Hockey
Pro League matches. The point
difference between us and
second-placed China is just
seven points,” said Tete in a
Hockey India release.
“We (will) aim to close this gap
in the remaining matches
against Argentina, Belgium,
Germany, and Great Britain in
a bid to finish as high as we
can,” she added. China are
placed second on the table with
15 points from eight games,
while leaders Netherlands are
on 36 points with an all-win
record in 12 games.
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The Delhi High Court has
appointed an ad-hoc

administrative committee
under its retired judge to run
the affairs of the Equestrian
Federation of India (EFI)
following allegations of
“impropriety” in its
functioning.
Justice Tara V Ganju said,
ordinarily, a court does not
interfere in the administration
of a national sports federation
but when there is “clear
impropriety” and the
administration is being carried

on in an “arbitrary” or
“perverse” manner, the
situation cannot be ignored.
The court said the ad-hoc
administrative committee
(AAC) shall have former high
court judge Justice Najmi
Waziri as its chairperson,
former Chief Election
Commissioner S Y Quraishi as
observer/member and
advocate Rohini Musa as
member.
The order came on a petition
by Rajasthan Equestrian
Association.
“Pending the conduct of
elections, EFI cannot be left

without any office bearers..
This Court cannot in good
conscience leave the
functioning of the EFI solely in
the hands of those office
bearer(s) whose tenure has
expired and who are acting in a
capricious manner and in
violation of the directives of
the court,” said the court in an
order passed on May 21.
“Accordingly, the interest of
justice would be served if an
ad-hoc Administrative
Committee is appointed to
supervise the administration of
the Respondent No. 1/EFI,” the
court ordered.
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Indian golfers Arjun Atwal
and Jeev Milkha Singh

opened with identical rounds
of 2-under 69 each and were
Tied-19th at the end of the first
round at the KitchenAid
Senior PGA Championship,
one of the Majors for the
Seniors, on the Champions
Tour here.
As the Indian duo began
strongly, leading the field in the
USD 3.5 million seniors’ event
(over-50s), were Australian
Richard Green and
Englishman Richard Bland,
who shot 7-under 64 each at
Harbor Shores.
Green hit all 13 fairways and
17 of the 18 greens in
regulation en route to the 64.
Green shared the lead with
Englishman Richard Bland,
playing his first over-50s event.
Bland showed great overall

form and did not miss a
fairway until the eighth hole,
which was his 17th of the day.
He was bogey free on his debut
on the PGA TOUR
Champions. 
Defending champion Steve
Stricker opened with a 5-under
66 and was among five players
with 66.
Jeev, playing from the first
alongside Italian Emanuele
Canonica (69) and Jeff Schmid
(66), opened on the first with
three pars and then had a great
run. He birdied the fourth and
then had three in a row from

seventh to ninth to turn in an
impressive 4-under. 
On the back, he missed a
couple of birdie chances but
was hit by a double bogey on
Par-4 12th and no more birdies
or bogeys to finish with 69.
Atwal, the only Indian to have
won on the main PGA TOUR,
began on the 10th with a birdie
and added a second on the
12th. He dropped three shots
in a row from 16th to 18th and
turned in 1-over. 
On the back nine, Atwal
birdied the first, third and the
ninth and bogeyed Par-4 sixth
to finish in 69, while his
playing partners Jake Reeves
(89) and Kirk Triplett (75)
struggled through the day.
Presidents Cup International
team captain Mike Weir mixed
six birdies with one bogey to
open in 5-under 66 and was T-
4. He played alongside Darren
Clarke (67) and Ernie Els (70).
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